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It is pointed out that a rigorous inequality erst proved by Bogoliubov may be used to rule out the
existence of quasi-averages (or long-range order) in Bose and Fermi systems for one and two dimensions
and Tgo.

I. INTRODUCTION
INCR tlic wolk of LoIldon, supcrconductlvlty RIll

~

~ ~

superQuidity have generally been associated vrith
a speci6c type of order which London called long-
range order of the average momentuIn. The earliest
general mathematical characterization of this order
was given by Ginzburg and Landau' for superconductors
and by Penrose' for superQuids. They defined a system
to have this long-range order if a suitable density
matrix did not vanish for infinite separation of its
spatial arguIIlents. In the microscopic theories" these
6nite limiting values are taken to be anomalous
averages (or quasi-averagess) which are nonzero by
virtue of a broken symmetry (the conservation of
number). In certain simple cases, the justilication for
this can be given in mathematical form in t.erms of
discontinuous limiting behavior as an external source
coupled to the 6eld goes to zero, and the volume 0
of the system goes to in6nity. Alternatively, ' 5 ~ a more
intuitive justi6cation can be given in terms of a re-
stricted ensemble7 having a speci6ed value of the
condensate function (the order parameter) but no
dc6nite value of the particle number. In either case
the anomalous averages (such as Q) or (~)) are
treated like ordinary ensemble averages, and their
existence is taken to be equivalent to long-range order.
%'c shall also assume this equivalence and not inquire
further into its rigorous justi6cation.
' F. London, Sgpsrggsds (Dover Publications, Inc., New York,

1960).
~ V. L. Ginzburg and L. D. Landau, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Piz.

20, 1064 (1950).'O. Penrose, Phil. Mag. 42, 13'l3 (1951);O. Penrose and L.
Onsager, Phys. Rev. 104, 576 (1956); see also C. ¹ Yang, Rev.
Mod. Phys. 34, 694 (1962).

4 N. N. Bogoliubov, J. Phys. USSR ll, 23 (1947);S.T. Beliaev,
Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fis. 34, 41'I (1958) /English transl. :
Soviet Phys.—JETP f, 289 (1958)g; P. W. Anderson, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 38, 298 (1966).' J. Bardeen, L. ¹ Cooper, and J. R. Schrieifer, Phys. Rev.
108, 1175 (1957) L. P. Gor'kov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz.
34, 735 (1958) LEnglish transL: Soviet Phys.—JETP y, 505
(1958)g.
s N. N. Bogohubov, Dubna report, 1962 (unpublished)

/German transl. : Phys. Abh. SU 5, 1 (1962); 5, 113 (1962); 5,
229 (1N2) J. See also ¹ N. Bogoliubov, Physics 25, 51 (1NO).
After a preliminary version of our paper was completed, wc
werc able to obtain the German translation of this work, and found
that thc discussion of Fermi systems was morc complete than in
Wagner's (Ref. 8) paper, and essentially the same as our Sec. IV.
Since our proof is briefer, and since Bogoliubov's paper is not
generally available, we have retained our discussion in a complete
and self-contained form.

7 P. C. Hohenberg and P. C. Martin, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 34,
291 (1965).

In this paper we wish to explore the consequences of
an exact inequality'8 due originally to Bogoliubov,
vrhich vre apply to cases vrhere there is a broken
symmetry, or anomalous average. %C shall use it to
calculate the Quctuations of the order parameter in
superQuids and superconductors, thus proving that thc
assumption of a broken syrrunetry (or long-range order)
in Bose or Fermi liquids leads to a contradiction in
one and two dimensions at 6nite temperature. Using
thc Glnzburg-Landau thcol y, similar I'csults hRvc bccn
obtained for superconductors by Rice9 and de Gennes'0
and for superQuids by Emery. " They have also been
derived on the basis of hydrodynamic arguments by
Ferrell, "Halperin, and Martin, "Chester and Reatto, '4
and, using the two-Quid expressions of Ref. 7, by Kane
and Kadano6. Howcvcrp thc valldlty of some of these
arguments'" has been questioned" and in any case
they are only approximate, whereas the present deriva-
tion is exact, given the existence of quasi-averages. It
depends only on the commutation relations and the f
sum I'ulc.
In Sec. II wc repeat Bogoliubov's6 derivation in the

form written down by %agner. s In Sec. III wc apply it
to the Bose hquid both at lovr temperatures and near
the transition, and in Sec. IV wc shovr the necessary
modi6cations which must be supplied to prove a
theorem for a superconducting or superQuid Fermi
liquid.

II. PROOF OF BOGOLIUBOV'8 THEOREM

For completeness we repeat Bogohubov's proof, 6
in the form given by Wagner. s Let (A) denote the
quasiaverage of the operator A, or, equivalently, thc
ensemble average in a restricted ensemble~ appropriate
for a system with a broken symmetry. The properties
of this average are just those of the equilibrium grand-
8 H. %'agner, Z. Physik. 195, 273 (1966).'T. M. Rice, Phys. Rev. 140, A1889 (1965); and (to be

published).»P. G. De Gcnnes, in XN5 Tokyo J.ectures in Theorefical
I'hysics, edited by R. Kubo (%'.A. Benjamin, Inc., New York,
1966), Part I, p. 117."V. J. Emery (unpublished) .
'~ R. I'errell, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 330 (1964).» B.I. Halperin and P. C. Martin (unpublished)."G.V. Chester and L. Reatto, Phys. Letters 22, 2'f6 (1966);

L. Reatto and G. V. Chester, Phys. Rcv. 155, 88 (1.967).
'~ J.%.Kanc and L. P. Kadano8, Phys. Rcv. 155, 80 (1967).
'fi Yu. A. Bychkov, L. P. Gor'kov, and I. E. Dzialoshinskii,

JETP Pis'ma v Redaktsiyn 2, 146 (1965) )English transl: JETP
Letters 2, 92 (1965)J; Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fis. 50, 738 (1966)
I English transl. : Soviet Phys.—JETP 23, 489 (1966),
383
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deg mole. This value is of the order of that
observed by Ahlers and Qrttung' for the entro-
py under the & spike.
Temperatures' at which side peaks in the nu-

clear-magnetic-resonance lines of solid H, ap-
pear and disappear upon cooling and warming,
respectively, are plotted also in Fig. 1. These
temperatures appear to be those at which the
H, crystal first starts to change from hexago-
nal to cubic on cooling or finally complete the
transition from cubic to hexagonal on warming.
When the points are shifted down in tempera-
ture by half the &7' over which the structure
change takes place, then the agreement with
Ttr and Tp is quite satisfactory as shown by
the arrows in Fig. 1. It is a reasonable con-
jecture that the nmr anomaly results because
the cubic symmetry of the crystal favors a split-
ting of the energy levels.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.
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Paris, 1955 (Institut International du Froid, Paris,
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(1964).
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8, 469 (1962).
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459 (1933).
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11, 93 (1956).
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135 (1955).
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i5J. Jarvis and H. Meyer, Proceedings of the Inter-
national Conference on Low Temperature Physics,
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ABSENCE OF FERROMAGNETISM OR ANTIFERROMAGNETISM
IN ONE- OR TWO-DIMENSIONAL ISOTROPIC HEISENBERG MODELS*

N. D. Merminf and H. Wagner'.
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

(Received 17 October 1966)

It is rigorously proved that at, any nonzero temperature, a one- or two-dimensional
isotropic spin-8 Heisenberg model with finite-range exchange interaction can be neither
ferromagnetic nor antiferromagnetic. The method of proof is capable of excluding a va-
riety of types of ordering in one and two dimensions.

The number of exact results on the presence
or absence of phase transitions in systems with
realistically short-range interactions is small:
Van Hove has proved that there are no phase
transitions in a one-dimensional classical gas
with hard-core and finite-range interactions,
and Griffiths has proved that the Ising model
is ferromagnetic in more than one dimension. '
More recently Hohenberg has shown that an
inequality due to Bogoliubov~ can be used to
exclude conventional superfluid or supercon-
ducting ordering in one or two dimensions.
We have found that a similar application of the
Bogoliubov inequality leads to a surprisingly
elementary but rigorous argument that the one-

and two-dimensional isotropic Heisenberg mod-
els with interactions of finite range can be nei-
ther ferromagnetic nor antiferromagnetic at
nonzero temperature. These conclusions have
long been suspected, being suggested by cal-
culations of the elementary excitations from
the ordered state, ~ as well as by considerations
of the energetics of domain walls. ' In view
of the present degree of activity in critical-
point studies, it nevertheless seems worth re-
cording that these very plausible results can
be proved rigorously. 6

We prove that there can be no spontaneous
magnetization or sublattice magnetization in
an isotropic Heisenberg model with finite-range
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The MWH theorem

No Finite-Temperature Ordering for   D ≤ 2
 Continuous symmetry + Short-Range interaction 

‣ 1D (spin chains, ladders…)

‣ 2D planes, bilayers, finite number of layers
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It is pointed out that a rigorous inequality erst proved by Bogoliubov may be used to rule out the
existence of quasi-averages (or long-range order) in Bose and Fermi systems for one and two dimensions
and Tgo.

I. INTRODUCTION
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superQuidity have generally been associated vrith
a speci6c type of order which London called long-
range order of the average momentuIn. The earliest
general mathematical characterization of this order
was given by Ginzburg and Landau' for superconductors
and by Penrose' for superQuids. They defined a system
to have this long-range order if a suitable density
matrix did not vanish for infinite separation of its
spatial arguIIlents. In the microscopic theories" these
6nite limiting values are taken to be anomalous
averages (or quasi-averagess) which are nonzero by
virtue of a broken symmetry (the conservation of
number). In certain simple cases, the justilication for
this can be given in mathematical form in t.erms of
discontinuous limiting behavior as an external source
coupled to the 6eld goes to zero, and the volume 0
of the system goes to in6nity. Alternatively, ' 5 ~ a more
intuitive justi6cation can be given in terms of a re-
stricted ensemble7 having a speci6ed value of the
condensate function (the order parameter) but no
dc6nite value of the particle number. In either case
the anomalous averages (such as Q) or (~)) are
treated like ordinary ensemble averages, and their
existence is taken to be equivalent to long-range order.
%'c shall also assume this equivalence and not inquire
further into its rigorous justi6cation.
' F. London, Sgpsrggsds (Dover Publications, Inc., New York,

1960).
~ V. L. Ginzburg and L. D. Landau, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Piz.

20, 1064 (1950).'O. Penrose, Phil. Mag. 42, 13'l3 (1951);O. Penrose and L.
Onsager, Phys. Rev. 104, 576 (1956); see also C. ¹ Yang, Rev.
Mod. Phys. 34, 694 (1962).

4 N. N. Bogoliubov, J. Phys. USSR ll, 23 (1947);S.T. Beliaev,
Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fis. 34, 41'I (1958) /English transl. :
Soviet Phys.—JETP f, 289 (1958)g; P. W. Anderson, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 38, 298 (1966).' J. Bardeen, L. ¹ Cooper, and J. R. Schrieifer, Phys. Rev.
108, 1175 (1957) L. P. Gor'kov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz.
34, 735 (1958) LEnglish transL: Soviet Phys.—JETP y, 505
(1958)g.
s N. N. Bogohubov, Dubna report, 1962 (unpublished)

/German transl. : Phys. Abh. SU 5, 1 (1962); 5, 113 (1962); 5,
229 (1N2) J. See also ¹ N. Bogoliubov, Physics 25, 51 (1NO).
After a preliminary version of our paper was completed, wc
werc able to obtain the German translation of this work, and found
that thc discussion of Fermi systems was morc complete than in
Wagner's (Ref. 8) paper, and essentially the same as our Sec. IV.
Since our proof is briefer, and since Bogoliubov's paper is not
generally available, we have retained our discussion in a complete
and self-contained form.

7 P. C. Hohenberg and P. C. Martin, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 34,
291 (1965).

In this paper we wish to explore the consequences of
an exact inequality'8 due originally to Bogoliubov,
vrhich vre apply to cases vrhere there is a broken
symmetry, or anomalous average. %C shall use it to
calculate the Quctuations of the order parameter in
superQuids and superconductors, thus proving that thc
assumption of a broken syrrunetry (or long-range order)
in Bose or Fermi liquids leads to a contradiction in
one and two dimensions at 6nite temperature. Using
thc Glnzburg-Landau thcol y, similar I'csults hRvc bccn
obtained for superconductors by Rice9 and de Gennes'0
and for superQuids by Emery. " They have also been
derived on the basis of hydrodynamic arguments by
Ferrell, "Halperin, and Martin, "Chester and Reatto, '4
and, using the two-Quid expressions of Ref. 7, by Kane
and Kadano6. Howcvcrp thc valldlty of some of these
arguments'" has been questioned" and in any case
they are only approximate, whereas the present deriva-
tion is exact, given the existence of quasi-averages. It
depends only on the commutation relations and the f
sum I'ulc.
In Sec. II wc repeat Bogoliubov's6 derivation in the

form written down by %agner. s In Sec. III wc apply it
to the Bose hquid both at lovr temperatures and near
the transition, and in Sec. IV wc shovr the necessary
modi6cations which must be supplied to prove a
theorem for a superconducting or superQuid Fermi
liquid.

II. PROOF OF BOGOLIUBOV'8 THEOREM

For completeness we repeat Bogohubov's proof, 6
in the form given by Wagner. s Let (A) denote the
quasiaverage of the operator A, or, equivalently, thc
ensemble average in a restricted ensemble~ appropriate
for a system with a broken symmetry. The properties
of this average are just those of the equilibrium grand-
8 H. %'agner, Z. Physik. 195, 273 (1966).'T. M. Rice, Phys. Rev. 140, A1889 (1965); and (to be

published).»P. G. De Gcnnes, in XN5 Tokyo J.ectures in Theorefical
I'hysics, edited by R. Kubo (%'.A. Benjamin, Inc., New York,
1966), Part I, p. 117."V. J. Emery (unpublished) .
'~ R. I'errell, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 330 (1964).» B.I. Halperin and P. C. Martin (unpublished)."G.V. Chester and L. Reatto, Phys. Letters 22, 2'f6 (1966);
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'~ J.%.Kanc and L. P. Kadano8, Phys. Rcv. 155, 80 (1967).
'fi Yu. A. Bychkov, L. P. Gor'kov, and I. E. Dzialoshinskii,

JETP Pis'ma v Redaktsiyn 2, 146 (1965) )English transl: JETP
Letters 2, 92 (1965)J; Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fis. 50, 738 (1966)
I English transl. : Soviet Phys.—JETP 23, 489 (1966),
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deg mole. This value is of the order of that
observed by Ahlers and Qrttung' for the entro-
py under the & spike.
Temperatures' at which side peaks in the nu-

clear-magnetic-resonance lines of solid H, ap-
pear and disappear upon cooling and warming,
respectively, are plotted also in Fig. 1. These
temperatures appear to be those at which the
H, crystal first starts to change from hexago-
nal to cubic on cooling or finally complete the
transition from cubic to hexagonal on warming.
When the points are shifted down in tempera-
ture by half the &7' over which the structure
change takes place, then the agreement with
Ttr and Tp is quite satisfactory as shown by
the arrows in Fig. 1. It is a reasonable con-
jecture that the nmr anomaly results because
the cubic symmetry of the crystal favors a split-
ting of the energy levels.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.
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It is rigorously proved that at, any nonzero temperature, a one- or two-dimensional
isotropic spin-8 Heisenberg model with finite-range exchange interaction can be neither
ferromagnetic nor antiferromagnetic. The method of proof is capable of excluding a va-
riety of types of ordering in one and two dimensions.

The number of exact results on the presence
or absence of phase transitions in systems with
realistically short-range interactions is small:
Van Hove has proved that there are no phase
transitions in a one-dimensional classical gas
with hard-core and finite-range interactions,
and Griffiths has proved that the Ising model
is ferromagnetic in more than one dimension. '
More recently Hohenberg has shown that an
inequality due to Bogoliubov~ can be used to
exclude conventional superfluid or supercon-
ducting ordering in one or two dimensions.
We have found that a similar application of the
Bogoliubov inequality leads to a surprisingly
elementary but rigorous argument that the one-

and two-dimensional isotropic Heisenberg mod-
els with interactions of finite range can be nei-
ther ferromagnetic nor antiferromagnetic at
nonzero temperature. These conclusions have
long been suspected, being suggested by cal-
culations of the elementary excitations from
the ordered state, ~ as well as by considerations
of the energetics of domain walls. ' In view
of the present degree of activity in critical-
point studies, it nevertheless seems worth re-
cording that these very plausible results can
be proved rigorously. 6

We prove that there can be no spontaneous
magnetization or sublattice magnetization in
an isotropic Heisenberg model with finite-range
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The MWH theorem

No Finite-Temperature Ordering for   D ≤ 2
 Continuous symmetry + Short-Range interaction 

‣ 1D (spin chains, ladders…)

‣ 2D planes, bilayers, finite number of layers
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BKT Physics may be relevant in many situations
Cold atoms
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Fig. 1.2. (a) Momentum distribution of a 2D Bose gas, for an atom number above the criti-

cal value. (b) In situ density distribution for near-identical conditions (image from reference
25

courtesy of Eric Cornell).

We can then conceptually divide the expansion into two stages: in the initial stage
all the interaction energy is taken out of the system by the fast expansion along z,
before almost any motion of the atoms in the xy plane occurs, and without a↵ecting
the in-plane momentum distribution. The subsequent slower in-plane evolution of
the density distribution thus corresponds either to the evolution in the potential
V (r) (1D TOF) or to the free expansion of an ideal gas (3D TOF). In both cases,
the initial momentum distribution is the same as the trapped gas.

With both methods one observes that the momentum distribution becomes
sharply peaked for atom numbers above a critical value which is in good agree-
ment with the BKT prediction15,25,51 (see e.g. fig. 1.2 (a)). Since the momentum
distribution is the Fourier transform of g1, this sharp peak signals the appearance
of a significant condensed fraction, with a phase ordering that extends over a large
fraction of the trapped cloud. The signalling of the BKT transition via the appear-
ance of this sharp peak in momentum space is very reminiscent of the emergence of
a non-zero magnetisation at the BKT critical point for a finite size XY system.42

In the context of cold atomic gases, it is particularly interesting to perform both
in-trap and 1D/3D TOF density/momentum measurements on identically prepared
samples.25 In this case the 1D/3D measurements provide the striking qualitative
signature of the phase transition (fig. 1.2 (a)), while the in-trap measurements
(fig. 1.2 (b)) allow quantitative confirmation that the condensate momentum peak
emerges at the critical phase space density predicted by the BKT theory.
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ULTRACOLD GASES

Second sound seen
The two-fluid model of superfluids predicts a second, quantum mechanical form of sound. Ultracold atom 
experiments have now measured second sound in the unusual two-dimensional superfluid described by the 
Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition.

Sandro Stringari

Ultracold gases have had spectacular 
success as a platform for studying 
low-temperature quantum 

many-body phenomena such as Bose–
Einstein condensation and superfluidity, 
previously only accessible in experiments on 
liquid helium. In two-dimensional systems, 
Bose–Einstein condensation is ruled out 
by thermal fluctuations, but superfluidity 
can still be achieved at sufficiently low 
temperature. This is because of the 
Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless (BKT) 
transition, which has the peculiar feature 
of being of infinite order, meaning that all 
thermodynamic functions are continuous. 
In this case, the phase transition can 
only be revealed by exploring transport 
features rather than observing singularities 
in thermodynamic measurements. Now, 
writing in Nature, Panagiotis Christodoulou 
and colleagues1 report that they have 
observed two different kinds of sound 
propagation in a two-dimensional quantum 
gas, verifying the predictions of BKT 
superfluidity and confirming a universal 
jump of the superfluid density at  
the transition2.

The physics of the BKT transition is 
intimately related to the behaviour of 
quantized vortices. In two dimensions, 
vortices can be created by thermal effects 
because they are point singularities, 
rather than the extended line defects of 
three-dimensional superfluids. This gives 
rise to a new scenario for the transition 
to the superfluid phase. For example, 
by putting the system into rotation, the 
spontaneous creation of vortices above the 
BKT transition ensures the proper amount 
of angular momentum required to reach the 
classical value of the moment of inertia, with 
the consequent vanishing of the superfluid 
density. Conversely, below the transition, 
the spontaneous creation of vortices is not 
profitable, which explains the discontinuity 
of the superfluid density at the transition.

The vortex-driven discontinuity in the 
rotating behaviour of a two-dimensional 
quantum gas was observed in a harmonically 
trapped Bose gas3. This experiment 
measured the dissipation effects caused 

by the rotation of the fluid, identifying 
the occurrence of a finite critical angular 
velocity in the superfluid phase. It could 
not, however, measure the temperature 
dependence of the superfluid density, which 
exhibits the most striking effect of the BKT 
transition: the discontinuous jump in the 
superfluid density.

In superfluid helium, the temperature 
dependence of the superfluid density 
was first inferred from the moment of 
inertia4. However, in quantum gases, the 
measurement of the moment of inertia 
is a very difficult task, because most 
experiments only measure the density, and 
not the angular momentum carried by 
the system. An alternative way to measure 
the superfluid density is provided by 
the velocity of second sound5, a peculiar 
transport phenomenon predicted by 
Landau’s two-fluid hydrodynamic theory. 
This well-established model describes 
the fluid in terms of coupled normal and 
superfluid components. The theory predicts 
the occurrence of two distinct sounds, called 
first and second sound, with the velocity of 
second sound particularly sensitive to the 
value of the superfluid density.

The nature of the two sounds crucially 
depends on the compressibility of the 
system. For highly incompressible fluids, 
such as helium, first sound corresponds 
to the usual pressure waves, also exhibited 
by classical gases. Second sound instead 
corresponds to a heat or entropy wave and 
cannot be excited by density perturbations. 
In contrast, dilute quantum gases are highly 
compressible and the propagation of second 
sound can be detected using density probes. 
This is the case of the three-dimensional 
Fermi gas at unitarity6, where second sound 
was measured in a quantum gas for the  
first time.

A previous investigation of the 
propagation of sound in two-dimensional 
Bose gases used a gas of rubidium atoms7. 
However, the interaction among rubidium 
atoms at low temperature is not sufficiently 
strong to realize the hydrodynamic regime, 
which is a crucial requirement for the 
applicability of Landau’s two-fluid theory.  

As a result, the experiment of ref. 7 could  
not measure the unusual behaviour of 
second sound8.

Using a Bose gas of potassium atoms, 
Christodoulou and colleagues1 reached a 
regime with stronger interactions that made 
it possible to verify the applicability of the 
two-fluid hydrodynamic theory. The gas 
was confined in a box potential at very low 
temperatures and subject to a periodic drive 
that excited density modulations. In the 
superfluid phase, the density response of the 
system exhibited a characteristic two-peak 
structure (see Fig. 2a of ref. 1), which is a 
clear signature of the two sound velocities 
exhibiting the predicted discontinuities at 
the transition9. By a careful analysis based on 
the measurement of the sound speeds and 
on the knowledge of the thermodynamic 
functions entering Landau’s two-fluid 
theory10, the superfluid density could be 
extracted, exhibiting the predicted jump at 
the transition (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 | Universal jump in superfluid density. 
Superfluid density ns/n versus temperature T/Tc. 
The data were measured in the experiment of 
Christodoulou and co-workers1. The superfluid 
density approaches the total density n as T → 0.  
At the BKT transition temperature Tc, the 
superfluid density ns exhibits the predicted2 
universal jump ns = (2m/πħ2)kBTc, where m is the 
atomic mass, ħ is the reduced Planck’s constant 
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The continuous 
line is the theoretical prediction10. Credit: Image 
courtesy of Panagiotis Christodoulou and Zoran 
Hadzibabic, University of Cambridge.
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estimate of the POS component of the magnetic
field. Assuming a typical electron density of
108 cm−3, our measured phase speeds between
1.5 and 5 Mm s–1 correspond to projected mag-
netic field strengths between 8 and 26G.We note
that circular polarization measurements of coro-
nal emission lines can provide an estimate of the
LOS component of the magnetic field. Notably,
seismology and polarimetry provide complemen-
tary projections of the coronal magnetic field,
which can be combined to provide an estimate of
both the strength and the inclination of the mag-
netic field. In future work, it will be possible to
estimate the plasma density with CoMP obser-
vations through the intensity ratio of the FeXIII
lines at 1074.7 and 1079.8 nm (31).

We have analyzed observations from the
CoMP instrument that show an overwhelming
flux of upward-propagating low-frequencywaves
throughout the solar corona. These waves prop-
agate at speeds typical of Alfvén waves, and their
direction of propagation mirrors the measured
magnetic field direction. The waves we resolved
do not have enough energy to heat the solar
corona. We conclude that these ubiquitous waves
are indeed Alfvénic and offer the real possibility
of probing the plasma environment of the solar

corona with a high degree of accuracy through
coronal seismology.
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Superconducting Interfaces Between
Insulating Oxides
N. Reyren,1 S. Thiel,2 A. D. Caviglia,1 L. Fitting Kourkoutis,3 G. Hammerl,2 C. Richter,2
C. W. Schneider,2 T. Kopp,2 A.-S. Rüetschi,1 D. Jaccard,1 M. Gabay,4 D. A. Muller,3
J.-M. Triscone,1 J. Mannhart2*
At interfaces between complex oxides, electronic systems with unusual electronic properties can
be generated. We report on superconductivity in the electron gas formed at the interface between
two insulating dielectric perovskite oxides, LaAlO3 and SrTiO3. The behavior of the electron gas
is that of a two-dimensional superconductor, confined to a thin sheet at the interface. The
superconducting transition temperature of ≅ 200 millikelvin provides a strict upper limit to the
thickness of the superconducting layer of ≅ 10 nanometers.

Inpioneering work, it was demonstrated that a
highlymobile electron system can be induced
at the interface between LaAlO3 and SrTiO3

(1). The discovery of this electron gas at the
interface between two insulators has generated an
impressive amount of experimental and theoret-
ical work (2–8), in part because the complex
ionic structure and particular interactions found at
such an interface are expected to promote novel

electronic phases that are not always stable as
bulk phases (9–11). This result also generated an
intense debate on the origin of the conducting
layer, which could either be “extrinsic” and due
to oxygen vacancies in the SrTiO3 crystal or
“intrinsic” and related to the polar nature of the
LaAlO3 structure. In the polar scenario, a
potential develops as the LaAlO3 layer thickness
increases that may lead to an “electronic re-
construction” above some critical thickness (5).
Another key issue concerns the ground state of
such a system; at low temperatures, a charge-
ordered interface with ferromagnetic spin align-
ment was predicted (4). Experimental evidence
in favor of a ferromagnetic ground state was
recently found (6). Yet, rather than ordering
magnetically, the electron system may also
condense into a superconducting state. It was
proposed that in field effect transistor config-

urations, a superconducting, two-dimensional
(2D) electron gas might be generated at the
SrTiO3 surface (12). It was also pointed out that
the polarization of the SrTiO3 layers may cause
the electrons on SrTiO3 surfaces to pair and form
at high temperatures a superconducting con-
densate (13, 14). In this report, we explore the
ground state of the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface and
clarify whether it orders when the temperature
approaches absolute zero. Our experiments pro-
vide evidence that the investigated electron gases
condense into a superconducting phase. The
characteristics of the transition are consistent
with those of a 2D electron system undergoing a
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transi-
tion (15–17). In the oxygen vacancy scenario
the observation of superconductivity provides a
strict upper limit to the thickness of the super-
conducting sheet at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface.

The samples were prepared by depositing
LaAlO3 layers with thicknesses of 2, 8, and 15
unit cells (uc) on TiO2-terminated (001) surfaces
of SrTiO3 single crystals (5, 18). The films were
grown by pulsed laser deposition at 770°C and
6 × 10−5 mbar O2, then cooled to room temper-
ature in 400 mbar of O2, with a 1-hour oxidation
step at 600°C. The fact that only heterostructures
with a LaAlO3 thickness greater than three uc
conduct (5) was used to pattern the samples
(19). Without exposing the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 in-
terface to the environment, bridges with widths
of 100 mm and lengths of 300 mm and 700 mm
were structured for four-point measurements,
as well as two-uc-thick LaAlO3 layers for ref-
erence (18).
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Study of the superfluid transition in two-dimensional ~He films

D. J. Bishop* and J. D. Reppy
Laboratory ofAtomic and Solid State Physics and Materials Science Center,

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853
(Received 21 January 1980)

We have studied the superfluid transition of thin two-dimensional 4He films adsorbed on an
oscillating substrate. The superfluid mass and dissipation support the Kosterlitz-Thouless pic-
ture of the phase transition in a two-dimensional superfluid. In addition we observe finite-
velocity effects which are not explained by current dynamic theories. We also report data on
two-dimensional He- He mixtures.

This paper is a report of our studies of the super-
fluid transition in two-dimensional (2D) He films. Pre-
liminary reports have appeared elsewhere. ' ' The pa-
per is divided into seven sections. Section I is an in-
troduction. In Sec. II we describe our experiment
and discuss our results. Section III discusses the
Kosterlitz-Thouless theory and its extension to in-
clude dynamic effects by Huberman, Myerson, and
Doniach4 and by Ambegaokar, Halperin, Nelson, and
Siggia (AHNS). ' Section IV discusses the calibration
of the oscillator and Sec. V discusses the fits to our
data. Section VI presents some preliminary data on
'He- He two-dimensional mixtures and Sec. VII
presents our final conclusions. There are three ap-
pendices. Appendix A contains the fitting algorithm
for the dynamic theory, Appendix B contains the
derivation of the constant-te'rnperature theory curve
and, Appendix C contains a table summarizing all
our data.

INTRODUCTION

There has been much work over the years on the
question of long-range order in two-dimensional sys-
tems. Bloch in 1930 first showed that in one- and
two-dimensional magnetic lattices there exists no fi-
nite spontaneous magnetization at a nonzero tem-
perature. In 1935 Peierls' showed the same for crys-
talline order and Osborne' in 1949 showed that an
analogous result holds for momentum order in a
Bose gas. Later, more general arguments were put
forth concerning long-range order in all two-
dimensional systems by Mermin, and Mermin and
Wagner. ' In 1967 Hohenberg" showed that the ex-
pectation value of the superfluid order parameter in a
2D Bose fluid is zero. Therefore, there appears to be
strong theoretical evidence for the fact that super-
fluidity of the conventional type should not exist in a
two-dimensional system.
However, experimentally there has been much evi-

dence to the contrary. Rollin" in 1936 first postulat-
ed the existence of the superfluid film to explain an
anomalous heat flow into a cryostat. Experimentally

saturated films were studied first by Daunt and Men-
delssohn' in 1939. Superfluid flow in much thinner
unsaturated films was first shown by Long and
Meyer' in 1950 and later by Bowers, Brewer, and
Mendelssohn. " Since that time an enormous amount
of work has been devoted to the study of ever
thinner, unsaturated superfluid films. ' For example
recent experiments performed at Cornell' have ob-
served the superfluid properties of 4He films with a
thickness of only 0.01 active atomic layers. There-
fore, if the concept of a two-dimensional system has
any meaning in an experimental sense then there ap-
pears to be a contradiction between theoretical expec-
tation and experimental observation with regard to
superfluidity in two dimensions.
There has been much work to reconcile this grow-

ing discrepancy between theory and experiment. " In
1953 Ziman' examined the Bose gas in a slab
geometry. He found that in a two-dimensional sys-
tem of extent L, and thickness D, that the condensa-
tion temperature varies as (lnL) ' as L ~. Thus a
true two-dimensional Bose system of finite thickness
and infinite lateral extent has a transition tempera-
ture equal to zero. He speculated that superfluidity
in thin films might be due to some finite upper limit
on the size of the cooperating superfluid regions of the
order of 700 A. Work was done by Mills, '9 Khorana
and Douglass, Goble and Trainor, "Dewar and
Frankel, and Penrose to further develop this idea.
Ho~ever, a different approach was taken by other

workers. Lasher, ' Berezinskii, "and Kosterlitz and
Thouless defined a different type of order to be as-
sociated with superfluidity in two dimensions. Long-
range order of the conventional sense which was as-
sociated with superfluidity in three dimensions is im-
possible in a two-dimensional system. They defined
a new type of order. This new type of order to be as-
sociated with superfluidity in two dimensions is re-
ferred to as long-range coherence by Lasher and as
topological long-range order by Kosterlitz and Thou-
less. These theories can be applied to the XY model
of magnetism, the solid-liquid transition, supercon-
ductors, and the neutral superfluid, but not the
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FIG. 3. Shift in period, hP, and the change in dissipation
attributable to the superfluid, Q ', are shown as a function
of temperature at the superfluid transition.

These features in the dissipation are unique to the
two-dimensional superfluid. Neither the Androni-
kashvili experiments in bulk helium nor the experi-
ments performed for the films adsorbed on the
three-dimensionally connected substrate, porous
Vycor glass, '4 exhibit any excess dissipation associat-
ed with the superfluid transition. The peak in dissi-
pation in the present experiment points to a funda-
mental difference between onset phenomena in two-
and three-dimensional superfluids.
To further emphasize this difference, shown in Fig.

4 are the superfluid masses as measured by Vycor
and 20 Mylar Andronikashvili cells. Note that the
Vycor results show a continuous superfluid density at
onset. For Vycor the superfluid density (or period
shift) obeys a power law of the form

SJ (T) =W (1—T/T, )&

where ( assumes its bulk value of 3 (see Ref. 34).
2

The Vycor is a three-dimensionally interconnected
system and hence the 30-like behavior of the super-
fluid density. in contrast however one sees that the
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FIG. 4. Superfluid period shift for He in a Vycor and
Mylar Andronikashvili cell.

FIG. 5. Dissipation peak for a single film at three dif-
ferent values of cavity velocity (arbitrary units).

superfluid density in the two-dimensional geometry
changes much more sharply at the transition. There-
fore both systems have fundamentally different
behavior at the transition as regards both the super-
fluid mass and the dissipation. This emphasizes the
crucial role substrate geometry plays in determining
the nature of the superfluid transition in thin 4He
films.
In practice the dissipation peak shown in Fig. 3

(and to a lesser extent the period shift) are depen-
dent on the velocity of the cell as is shown in Fig. 5.
%e show the dissipation peak for the same thickness
film for three different drive velocities. As the drive
velocity is increased, the dissipation peaks broaden
out, become larger, and move to lower temperatures.
At low velocities (less than 10 3 cm/sec) we find that
the period and 0 are velocity independent, while at
larger velocities nonlinear effects set in, and the tran-
sition region and dissipation peak are broadened.
This is shown in Fig; 6. %e have plotted for a single
film thickness the width of the dissipation peak as a
function of cavity velocity. Note that for velocities
less than 10 p,m/sec, the width is independent of
velocity. However as the cell velocity is increased
beyond some critical value the height and width be-
come a function of velocity.
The dynamic extension of the Kosterlitz-Thouless

theory described in Appendix A is inappropriate to
model the data in the high-velocity regime. The ver-
sion of the theory by AHNS5 worked out in Appen-
dix A assumes the validity of linear response. Unfor-
tunately this assumption is no longer valid in the --.

high-velocity regime. Therefore the fits to theory can
only be made using the low-velocity data. As we
understand it, work on a more complicated version of
the theory allotting for high-velocity effects is
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energy scale. Spin-dimer systems with d = 1 exhibit a
field-induced phase that resembles a Tomonaga-Luttinger
liquid (TLL), with algebraically decaying spin-spin cor-
relations in the ground state and fractional (spin-1/2)
excitations in the spectrum [14–16]. For spin-dimer
systems with d = 2, the field-induced phase is equiv-
alent to the 2D-XY model, which is special because
of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition
[17, 18] from a quasi-ordered phase with algebraically
decaying spin correlations at lower temperatures to a
disordered phase with exponentially decaying correla-
tions. Quasi-low-dimensional spin-dimer materials con-
sist of low-dimensional substructures such as chains, lad-
ders, or (bi)layers that are strongly coupled internally
but weakly coupled to each other. Such systems display
3D coherence up to a certain temperature, above which
thermal fluctuations destroy 3D LRO to produce di↵er-
ent forms of low-dimensional behavior.

To see how certain hallmarks of low-dimensional
physics manifest themselves in the temperature-
dependence of m? and mk in the field-induced ordered
phase, Fig. 1 represents both quantities as functions of
temperature for spin-dimer systems with di↵erent sub-
structure dimensionalities. In 3D, mk displays a mini-
mum where magnetic order is lost, before increasing as
the rising temperature causes a preferential population of
the lowest of the Zeeman-split triplet states [Fig. 1(a)],
and this property was used to define the phase bound-
ary in TlCuCl3 [8]. This minimum marks the point
where thermal fluctuations destroy coherence within the
low-dimensional substructure, and hence it still corre-
sponds to Tc in a quasi-2D system [Fig. 1(b)]. By con-
trast, in a quasi-1D system [Fig. 1(c)] it indicates only
a crossover temperature, TTLL, out of the quasi-ordered
TLL phase [20], and this physics has been observed in the
two spin-ladder compounds BPCB [(C5H12N])2CuBr4]
[21–23] and DIMPY [(C7H10N)2CuBr4] [24, 25]. Turn-
ing to the order parameter, in 3D and quasi-1D sys-
tems [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] m? shows a conventional
temperature-dependence, but it has been proposed [19]
that a quite di↵erent form could be observed in su�-
ciently 2D systems [Fig. 1(b)]. In this scenario, m? falls
rapidly at low temperatures as 3D coherence is lost, be-
fore attaining a steady but strongly suppressed value be-
yond a crossover temperature, Tcr, and remaining finite
up to a critical temperature, Tc; although the magnitude
of Tc is characteristic of the in-plane (2D) energy scale,
the critical properties around it may be 3D nature.

While the forms of mk and m? depicted in Fig. 1 have
been confirmed by neutron di↵raction and nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) in 3D [8, 9] and in quasi-1D spin-
dimer materials [23, 25], the special quasi-2D form of m?
has not so far been observed. This raises the question of
which quasi-2D spin-dimer material may o↵er a suitable
candidate to search for such hallmarks of 2D physics. As
reviewed recently in Ref. [26], quasi-2D materials includ-
ing the Shastry-Sutherland compound SrCu2(BO3)2 [27],
the “triplon-breakdown” compound (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6
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FIG. 1. Schematic temperature-dependence of the longitu-
dinal magnetization, mk, and the transverse magnetization,
m?, in the field-induced ordered phases of spin-dimer sys-
tems whose substructures, with characteristic energy scale
Jintra, have di↵erent dimensionalities and weak mutual cou-
pling Jinter. (a) 3D. (b) 2D, showing an example in which
m? undergoes particularly strong thermal suppression at Tcr,
but nevertheless remains finite up to Tc [19]. (c) 1D, where
Tc is determined by Jinter whereas Jintra governs the behavior
only of the substructure, setting the characteristic tempera-
ture TTLL.
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[17, 18] from a quasi-ordered phase with algebraically
decaying spin correlations at lower temperatures to a
disordered phase with exponentially decaying correla-
tions. Quasi-low-dimensional spin-dimer materials con-
sist of low-dimensional substructures such as chains, lad-
ders, or (bi)layers that are strongly coupled internally
but weakly coupled to each other. Such systems display
3D coherence up to a certain temperature, above which
thermal fluctuations destroy 3D LRO to produce di↵er-
ent forms of low-dimensional behavior.

To see how certain hallmarks of low-dimensional
physics manifest themselves in the temperature-
dependence of m? and mk in the field-induced ordered
phase, Fig. 1 represents both quantities as functions of
temperature for spin-dimer systems with di↵erent sub-
structure dimensionalities. In 3D, mk displays a mini-
mum where magnetic order is lost, before increasing as
the rising temperature causes a preferential population of
the lowest of the Zeeman-split triplet states [Fig. 1(a)],
and this property was used to define the phase bound-
ary in TlCuCl3 [8]. This minimum marks the point
where thermal fluctuations destroy coherence within the
low-dimensional substructure, and hence it still corre-
sponds to Tc in a quasi-2D system [Fig. 1(b)]. By con-
trast, in a quasi-1D system [Fig. 1(c)] it indicates only
a crossover temperature, TTLL, out of the quasi-ordered
TLL phase [20], and this physics has been observed in the
two spin-ladder compounds BPCB [(C5H12N])2CuBr4]
[21–23] and DIMPY [(C7H10N)2CuBr4] [24, 25]. Turn-
ing to the order parameter, in 3D and quasi-1D sys-
tems [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] m? shows a conventional
temperature-dependence, but it has been proposed [19]
that a quite di↵erent form could be observed in su�-
ciently 2D systems [Fig. 1(b)]. In this scenario, m? falls
rapidly at low temperatures as 3D coherence is lost, be-
fore attaining a steady but strongly suppressed value be-
yond a crossover temperature, Tcr, and remaining finite
up to a critical temperature, Tc; although the magnitude
of Tc is characteristic of the in-plane (2D) energy scale,
the critical properties around it may be 3D nature.

While the forms of mk and m? depicted in Fig. 1 have
been confirmed by neutron di↵raction and nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) in 3D [8, 9] and in quasi-1D spin-
dimer materials [23, 25], the special quasi-2D form of m?
has not so far been observed. This raises the question of
which quasi-2D spin-dimer material may o↵er a suitable
candidate to search for such hallmarks of 2D physics. As
reviewed recently in Ref. [26], quasi-2D materials includ-
ing the Shastry-Sutherland compound SrCu2(BO3)2 [27],
the “triplon-breakdown” compound (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6
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FIG. 1. Schematic temperature-dependence of the longitu-
dinal magnetization, mk, and the transverse magnetization,
m?, in the field-induced ordered phases of spin-dimer sys-
tems whose substructures, with characteristic energy scale
Jintra, have di↵erent dimensionalities and weak mutual cou-
pling Jinter. (a) 3D. (b) 2D, showing an example in which
m? undergoes particularly strong thermal suppression at Tcr,
but nevertheless remains finite up to Tc [19]. (c) 1D, where
Tc is determined by Jinter whereas Jintra governs the behavior
only of the substructure, setting the characteristic tempera-
ture TTLL.
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systems with d = 2, the field-induced phase is equiv-
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thermal fluctuations destroy 3D LRO to produce di↵er-
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physics manifest themselves in the temperature-
dependence of m? and mk in the field-induced ordered
phase, Fig. 1 represents both quantities as functions of
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the rising temperature causes a preferential population of
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where thermal fluctuations destroy coherence within the
low-dimensional substructure, and hence it still corre-
sponds to Tc in a quasi-2D system [Fig. 1(b)]. By con-
trast, in a quasi-1D system [Fig. 1(c)] it indicates only
a crossover temperature, TTLL, out of the quasi-ordered
TLL phase [20], and this physics has been observed in the
two spin-ladder compounds BPCB [(C5H12N])2CuBr4]
[21–23] and DIMPY [(C7H10N)2CuBr4] [24, 25]. Turn-
ing to the order parameter, in 3D and quasi-1D sys-
tems [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] m? shows a conventional
temperature-dependence, but it has been proposed [19]
that a quite di↵erent form could be observed in su�-
ciently 2D systems [Fig. 1(b)]. In this scenario, m? falls
rapidly at low temperatures as 3D coherence is lost, be-
fore attaining a steady but strongly suppressed value be-
yond a crossover temperature, Tcr, and remaining finite
up to a critical temperature, Tc; although the magnitude
of Tc is characteristic of the in-plane (2D) energy scale,
the critical properties around it may be 3D nature.

While the forms of mk and m? depicted in Fig. 1 have
been confirmed by neutron di↵raction and nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) in 3D [8, 9] and in quasi-1D spin-
dimer materials [23, 25], the special quasi-2D form of m?
has not so far been observed. This raises the question of
which quasi-2D spin-dimer material may o↵er a suitable
candidate to search for such hallmarks of 2D physics. As
reviewed recently in Ref. [26], quasi-2D materials includ-
ing the Shastry-Sutherland compound SrCu2(BO3)2 [27],
the “triplon-breakdown” compound (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6
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FIG. 1. Schematic temperature-dependence of the longitu-
dinal magnetization, mk, and the transverse magnetization,
m?, in the field-induced ordered phases of spin-dimer sys-
tems whose substructures, with characteristic energy scale
Jintra, have di↵erent dimensionalities and weak mutual cou-
pling Jinter. (a) 3D. (b) 2D, showing an example in which
m? undergoes particularly strong thermal suppression at Tcr,
but nevertheless remains finite up to Tc [19]. (c) 1D, where
Tc is determined by Jinter whereas Jintra governs the behavior
only of the substructure, setting the characteristic tempera-
ture TTLL.
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disordered phase with exponentially decaying correla-
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3D coherence up to a certain temperature, above which
thermal fluctuations destroy 3D LRO to produce di↵er-
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sponds to Tc in a quasi-2D system [Fig. 1(b)]. By con-
trast, in a quasi-1D system [Fig. 1(c)] it indicates only
a crossover temperature, TTLL, out of the quasi-ordered
TLL phase [20], and this physics has been observed in the
two spin-ladder compounds BPCB [(C5H12N])2CuBr4]
[21–23] and DIMPY [(C7H10N)2CuBr4] [24, 25]. Turn-
ing to the order parameter, in 3D and quasi-1D sys-
tems [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] m? shows a conventional
temperature-dependence, but it has been proposed [19]
that a quite di↵erent form could be observed in su�-
ciently 2D systems [Fig. 1(b)]. In this scenario, m? falls
rapidly at low temperatures as 3D coherence is lost, be-
fore attaining a steady but strongly suppressed value be-
yond a crossover temperature, Tcr, and remaining finite
up to a critical temperature, Tc; although the magnitude
of Tc is characteristic of the in-plane (2D) energy scale,
the critical properties around it may be 3D nature.

While the forms of mk and m? depicted in Fig. 1 have
been confirmed by neutron di↵raction and nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) in 3D [8, 9] and in quasi-1D spin-
dimer materials [23, 25], the special quasi-2D form of m?
has not so far been observed. This raises the question of
which quasi-2D spin-dimer material may o↵er a suitable
candidate to search for such hallmarks of 2D physics. As
reviewed recently in Ref. [26], quasi-2D materials includ-
ing the Shastry-Sutherland compound SrCu2(BO3)2 [27],
the “triplon-breakdown” compound (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6
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FIG. 1. Schematic temperature-dependence of the longitu-
dinal magnetization, mk, and the transverse magnetization,
m?, in the field-induced ordered phases of spin-dimer sys-
tems whose substructures, with characteristic energy scale
Jintra, have di↵erent dimensionalities and weak mutual cou-
pling Jinter. (a) 3D. (b) 2D, showing an example in which
m? undergoes particularly strong thermal suppression at Tcr,
but nevertheless remains finite up to Tc [19]. (c) 1D, where
Tc is determined by Jinter whereas Jintra governs the behavior
only of the substructure, setting the characteristic tempera-
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Quantum Monte Carlo simulations of the 2D XY model

3

t?/tk 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.1 0.5 1

Tc/tk 0.395(5) 0.429(5) 0.450(5) 0.490(5) 0.53(1) 0.575(10) 0.85(1) 1.008(3)

TABLE I: Numerical estimates from Fig. 2 for the 3DXY transition temperature Tc/tk of clean superfluid layers as a function
of the interlayer hopping t?/tk.

is plotted together with the transverse response ⇢?
s in

the panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 for t?/tk = 1, 0.1, 0.01.
There, one clearly sees that quantum coherence of the
superfluid establishes in both directions, even for very
weak t?/tk. When normalized with respect to tk or t?,
the superfluid response displays a small anisotropy, only
observed for infinitesimal t?. Importantly, longitudinal
and transverse sti↵nesses vanish at the same critical
temperature Tc. This is best visible in Fig. 1 (c-d), where
the 3DXY transition is detected by using the critical
scaling of the sti↵ness ⇢s ⇠ L2�D�z where D = 3 and
z = 0. Indeed, QMC data of ⇢s ⇥ L display nice crossing
features for di↵erent system sizes for both components:

longitudinal ⇢k
s and transverse ⇢?

s .

t?/tk
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FIG. 2: (color online) Behavior of the 3DXY transition tem-
perature Tc/tk of clean superluid layers, plotted against inter-
layer hopping t?/tk. Green crosses are the QMC estimates
obtained from crossing analysis displayed in Fig. 1 and the
red line is a fit to the form Eq. 4 using TKT = 0.342tk [19]
(green star), b = 1.86, and ⇠0 = 0.34.

Randomly stacked layers: sliding regime— As pre-
dicted in Refs. [9, 10], an unconventional intermediate
temperature regime with 2D-only superfluidity can be
expected in a disordered layered system, if disorder is
introduced in a way that rare regions have distinct KT
temperatures. In order to investigate precisely such a
physics, we focus on a simple 3D quantum model of hard-
core bosons where L layers of two types (A and B) are
randomly stacked and weakly coupled:

H = �

LX

`=1

h t`k
2

X

hiji

⇣
b†
i,`bj,` + b†

j,`bi,`

⌘
+ µ

X

i

ni,`

+
t?
2

X

i

⇣
b†
i,`bi,`+1 + b†

i,`+1bi,`

⌘i
, (5)

where the in-plane hopping t`k = 1 (A) or 2 (B) with

probability 1/2, and a constant interlayer Josephson tun-
neling t? = tk/10. In the following, we fix the chemical
potential µ = 0 such that the system remains at half-
filling. Taken independently, each layers exhibit, when
decoupled, individual Kosterlitz-Thouless temperatures
TA

KT = TB
KT/2. When the transverse coupling t? is

turned on, rare thick slabs of N consecutive layers of
the same type (A or B) appear with a probability 2�N .
In the infinite system size limit, the existence of such rare
regions define an upper temperature

Tu = TB
KT

⇥
1 + 4b2/ln2(t?⇠2

0/t)
⇤

' 1.06tk, (6)

and a lower temperature Tl = Tu/2. In this temperature
range, QMC simulations (Fig. 3) show clear evidences
for an intermediate phase Ts  T  Tu where the

longitudinal superfluid response ⇢k
s is finite whereas the

transverse one ⇢?
s ⌘ 0. Numerical results have been

obtained on very large cubic clusters of size L ⇥ L ⇥ L,
with L = 16, 24, 32, 48, 64, 100, and averaged over sev-
eral hundreds of independent disordered configurations
of random stacking. Contrary to the clean situation
(Fig. 1) where, even for tiny transverse tunneling t?,
a full 3D coherence was found below a single ordering
temperature Tc, with a finite superfluid sti↵ness in
all spatial directions, in the random stacking case the
transverse superfluidity becomes non-zero only for
T  Ts ' 0.7tk. Below Ts the finite value of ⇢?

s signals
a phase locking between layers. In the present situation,
a lower bound for Ts (better than Tl) is TB

KT' 0.684tk,
as given by rare events where the e↵ective tunneling
between neighboring B-layers ! 0. On the other hand,

close to Tu, infinite size extrapolations of ⇢k
s(T ) are very

3D effects when ξ2
2D

(T ) × t⊥ ∼ t2D

ξ
2D

(T ) ≈ ξ0 exp b
TBKT

T − TBKT

‣ Mean-Field argument

T

ρsf

T3D
c = TBKT (1 +

a
ln2 (t⊥/t2D) + c )

‣Weakly 3D coupled layers     3D ordering at a finite   (t⊥/t2D ≪ 1) ⇒ Tc

T3D
c = TBKT (1 +

a
ln2 (t⊥/t2D) + c )
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FIG.1.(Coloronline).(a)Unitcelloftheminimalmodel
displayingthedi↵erentdimertypes(A,B,C),theirstacking
andtheexchangesconsidered.Thedisplayedunitcellhasthe
basis{â0,b̂0,ĉ0},while{â,b̂,ĉ}correspondstothebasisofthe
experimentalunitcellusedinpreviousscatteringstudies[13–
15].(b)Topviewontheab-plane.

systemasdescribedabove)wereobserved,whichwas
alreadypointingtowardsalackofunderstandingofthe
exactcrystalstructureofthelowtemperaturephaseof
BaCuSi2O6.Toovercomethislackofunderstanding,a
morethoroughcrystallographicstudy,puttingastrong
focusonthelowtemperaturestructure,revealedadif-
ferenceinthedimer-ionseparationofdimersonadjacent
layers.Asaconsequence,theexchangepathsbetween
thedimer-ionsischanged,whichwouldthenleadto
di↵erentintradimer-andpossiblyalsointerdimer-
exchangesfordimersonadjacentlayers,henceresulting
inatleasttwodi↵erentdimertypesinthismaterial.
Sincethisstudystilldealtwithanaveragestructure,it
mightbepossiblethatthereexistevenmoredi↵erent
dimertypesinthiscompound.Inaccordancewiththis,
NuclearMagneticResonance(NMR)studies[16,17]
wereabletospatiallyresolvetheBECtriplondensity
andreportedaspatialmodulationsperpendiculartothe
layers.Moreover,recentabinitiocalculationpropose
e↵ectiveferromagneticnearestneighbourintralayer
exchanges[18],resultingfromstrongantiferromagnetic
diagonalionicexchanges.Asaconsequence,geometrical
frustrationoftheinterlayerexchangewouldbeimpos-
sibleandhencetheoriginofthedimensionalreduction
wouldagainremainanopenquestion.
Toanswerthecrucialquestionofthesignofthenearest
neighbourintralayerexchange,weperformedneutron

spectroscopicmeasurements,revealingcharacteristicsof
thespectrumofBaCuSi2O6withunprecedentedquality.
First,weprobedthemagneticexcitationsinBaCuSi2O6

overlarge-|~Q|usingtheTripleAxisSpectrometers
(TAS)EIGERattheSINQneutronsource[19]usinga
temperatureof1.55Kandincidentneutronsofenergy
Ei=14.7meV.
Additionally,inelasticneutronscattering(INS)mea-
surementswereperformedusingthedirect-geometry,
Time-of-Flight(ToF)spectrometersAMATERASat
theJ-PARCneutronsource[20]andLETattheISIS
neutronsource[21].Themeasurementswereper-
formedusingthesamesinglecrystalusedonEIGER
atatemperatureof1.56KonLETand0.3Kon
AMATERASrespectively.Forincidentneutronsof
energyEi=9meV,thecoveredphasespaceonboth
instrumentsobservedthefullbandwidthofmagnetic
excitationswithinabandwidthextendingfrom3to
6meV.
[Footnote:Forthedatapre-procession

(SeeSupplementalMaterial).]Fig.2(a-d)shows
two-dimensionalenergytransferslicesofthedata,
collectedonAMATERAS,alongfourhighsymmetry
directionsin~Q-space.Thedispersioninsidethelayers
(intralayerdispersion)isdisplayedin(a,b)alongtwo
directions[Qh04]and[QhQh4].Thefirstobserva-
tionis,thattherearethreetriplonmodesvisiblefor
some~Q-points,eventhoughthereisnomagneticfield
appliedandthesplittingisnotcausedbyanisotropy.
Welabelthesedi↵erenttriplonmodesasA,Band
Cinascendingorderinenergytransfer.[Foot-
note:Thislabelingisunambiguous,

sincethesethreetriplonmodesdonot

crossin(~Q,!)-space.(SeeSupplemental
Material)]Second,allthesetriplonmodesshow
aclearmodulationinenergytransferwithalarge
bandwidth(orderof2meValong[Qh04]and1meV
along[QhQh4]).Third,thepositionoftheminima
(calledzonecenter)oftheintralayerdispersionisat
even(Qh,Qk),whilethepositionofthemaxima(called
zoneboundary)oftheintralayerdispersionisatodd
(Qh,Qk).
Thedispersionperpendiculartothelayers(interlayer
dispersion)isshownin(c,d)alongtwodirections
[00Ql]and[10Ql].In(c),onlytwomodesarevisi-
ble,sincemodesBandCareontopofeachotheralong
[00Ql],sowheneverthisisthecase,theircomposite
modewillbecalledB+Cinthefollowing.Asafirstob-
servation,thereisnoclearmodulationinenergytransfer
visiblealong[00Ql]forAandB+C,whilethere
seemstobeno(uptoexperimentalenergyresolution)
modulationatallinenergytransferalong[10Ql].
Second,in(c)thereisamodulationinintensityof
bothmodeAandmodeB+Calong[00Ql]visible,
whichdisplaysanextraordinaryintensitypattern.Mode
B+ChasasinglemaximumatQl=4,whilemodeA
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andtheexchangesconsidered.Thedisplayedunitcellhasthe
basis{â0,b̂0,ĉ0},while{â,b̂,ĉ}correspondstothebasisofthe
experimentalunitcellusedinpreviousscatteringstudies[13–
15].(b)Topviewontheab-plane.
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thespectrumofBaCuSi2O6withunprecedentedquality.
First,weprobedthemagneticexcitationsinBaCuSi2O6

overlarge-|~Q|usingtheTripleAxisSpectrometers
(TAS)EIGERattheSINQneutronsource[19]usinga
temperatureof1.55Kandincidentneutronsofenergy
Ei=14.7meV.
Additionally,inelasticneutronscattering(INS)mea-
surementswereperformedusingthedirect-geometry,
Time-of-Flight(ToF)spectrometersAMATERASat
theJ-PARCneutronsource[20]andLETattheISIS
neutronsource[21].Themeasurementswereper-
formedusingthesamesinglecrystalusedonEIGER
atatemperatureof1.56KonLETand0.3Kon
AMATERASrespectively.Forincidentneutronsof
energyEi=9meV,thecoveredphasespaceonboth
instrumentsobservedthefullbandwidthofmagnetic
excitationswithinabandwidthextendingfrom3to
6meV.
[Footnote:Forthedatapre-procession

(SeeSupplementalMaterial).]Fig.2(a-d)shows
two-dimensionalenergytransferslicesofthedata,
collectedonAMATERAS,alongfourhighsymmetry
directionsin~Q-space.Thedispersioninsidethelayers
(intralayerdispersion)isdisplayedin(a,b)alongtwo
directions[Qh04]and[QhQh4].Thefirstobserva-
tionis,thattherearethreetriplonmodesvisiblefor
some~Q-points,eventhoughthereisnomagneticfield
appliedandthesplittingisnotcausedbyanisotropy.
Welabelthesedi↵erenttriplonmodesasA,Band
Cinascendingorderinenergytransfer.[Foot-
note:Thislabelingisunambiguous,

sincethesethreetriplonmodesdonot

crossin(~Q,!)-space.(SeeSupplemental
Material)]Second,allthesetriplonmodesshow
aclearmodulationinenergytransferwithalarge
bandwidth(orderof2meValong[Qh04]and1meV
along[QhQh4]).Third,thepositionoftheminima
(calledzonecenter)oftheintralayerdispersionisat
even(Qh,Qk),whilethepositionofthemaxima(called
zoneboundary)oftheintralayerdispersionisatodd
(Qh,Qk).
Thedispersionperpendiculartothelayers(interlayer
dispersion)isshownin(c,d)alongtwodirections
[00Ql]and[10Ql].In(c),onlytwomodesarevisi-
ble,sincemodesBandCareontopofeachotheralong
[00Ql],sowheneverthisisthecase,theircomposite
modewillbecalledB+Cinthefollowing.Asafirstob-
servation,thereisnoclearmodulationinenergytransfer
visiblealong[00Ql]forAandB+C,whilethere
seemstobeno(uptoexperimentalenergyresolution)
modulationatallinenergytransferalong[10Ql].
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with two types of dimers [Fig. 1(a)] that we can decompose
into three parts: Hmag = Hmag

A + Hmag
B + Hmag

? . The bilay-
ers A and B are described by the Hamiltonians

Hmag
A(B) =

X

~r2A(B)

h
JA(B)S~r,1 · S~r,2 �H(Sz

~r,1 + S
z
~r,2)

+
X

l=1,2

X

~⌧

J
k
A(B)S~r,l · S~r+~⌧ ,l

i
, (2)

with JA ' 4.27 meV, JB ' 4.72 meV, and J
k
A ' J

k
B ' 0.5

meV for BaCuSi2O6 [15]. The frustrated inter-bilayer part is
governed by

Hmag
? =

X

~r2A

X

~�

J
F
?

h
S~r,2 · S~r+~�,1 + S~r,1 · S~r�~�,2

i
. (3)

Note that the space coordinates are labelled by ~r, l where l =
1, 2 are the layer indices within each bilayers, and elementary
displacements ~⌧ and ~� are defined in Fig. 1(f). Since we con-
sider the strong coupling limit (JA,B � J

k), each bilayer can
be described by a low energy theory where only the two lowest
states of a dimer (the singlet |si = (|"#i � |#"i) /

p
2 and the

polarized triplet |t"i = |""i shown in Fig. 1(d)) are retained,
each dimer being replaced by a single site with hard-core bo-
son degrees of freedom (|0i ⌘ |si and |1i ⌘ |t"i) [2, 7]. Each
AF bilayer is then described by interacting hard-core bosons
on a 2D square lattice, and the 3D effective frustrated bosonic
Hamiltonian [Fig. 1(b)] reads Hbos = HA + HB + H?, with

HA =
X

~r,~⌧

J
k

2
(a†~ra~r+~⌧ + h.c. + n

A
~r n

A
~r+~⌧ )�
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µAn
A
~r (4)

and
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2
(b†~rb~r+~⌧ + h.c. + n

B
~r n

B
~r+~⌧ )�

X

~r

µBn
B
~r , (5)

where µA = JA � H and µB = JB � H = µA + �. The
frustrating inter-layer part mixes bosons a and b:

H? =
X

~r2A,~�

J
F
?
2

(a†~rb~r±~� + b
†
~ra~r±~� + n

A
~r n

B
~r±~�

). (6)

Mean-Field analysis— We first analyse the problem using a
mean-field (MF) Hartree-Fock approach, searching for a GS
wave function of the form  0 =  A ⌦  B with | Ai =Q

j2A

�
sin ✓A

2 |0ij + ei'j cos ✓A
2 |1ij

�
. When decoupled, each

layer displays successive phases upon changing the chemical
potential. If µ < �2J

k (> 2J
k) the bosonic system is empty

(full): ✓ = ⇡ (✓ = 0) and | i =
Q

j |0ij (| i =
Q

j |1ij)
whereas for �2J

k  µ  2J
k the system is compress-

ible and the bosons can form a T = 0 Bose-Einstein con-
densate with 0 < ✓ < ⇡ and a fixed (pinned) phase ' (fi-
nite superfluid stiffness). Interestingly, the layers A and B
start to accommodate bosons for different values of µ, mean-
ing different values of the magnetic field H , resulting in the

FIG. 1: Schematic models for BaCuSi2O6: (a) Frustrated bilayer
array with two types of dimers; (b) and (c) Effective bosonic models
in the field-induced critical regime: (b) Frustrated hard-core bosons
model with different chemical potential; (c) Non-frustrated hard-core
boson model with a field-dependent effective transverse hopping (see
text); (d) The 4 energy states of isolated dimers A and B versus the
external magnetic field; (e) Triplet dispersions in isolated bilayers
EA = J

k (cos kx + cos ky) and EB = EA + � induced by the
inter-dimer couplings J

k; (f)View of the frustrated lattice (a) from
above with the unit vectors ~⌧ and ~�. Bottom: Angle representation
of the classical GS. (g) µ < µc: both A and B layers are empty. (h)
µc < µ < µc + �: A layers start to accomodate bosons while B
layers are still gapped.

distinct triplet branches shown in Fig. 1(e). When frustra-
tion [Eq. (6)] is taken into account, the gap remains open at
the MF level because frustration leads to a cancellation of
the hopping processes between A and B and only allows for
non-zero diagonal interactions which just renormalize the gap
� = (JB � JA) /

⇣
1� JF

?
3Jk

⌘
. Therefore, at the MF level the

triplet densities ⇢A(B) = (1+cos ✓A(B))/2 appear at different
critical fields with a quite sizable gap � ⇠ 3.5 T. However,
as already discussed by Rösch and Vojta [18], the existence
of a second critical field where triplets would start to populate
the B planes is ruled out by NMR results [17] which clearly
show a unique critical field with a finite, while reduced, triplet
population on the B layers. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
MF and consider the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
classical GS in order to understand how the triplets populate
the B sites, and how they propagate along the 3D direction.
Linear spin-waves— We replace a hard-core bo-
son by a spin-1/2 with classical coordinates ~S =
1/2 (cos' sin ✓, sin' sin ✓, cos ✓), leading to the vector
representation depicted in Fig. 1(g-h). We develop the SW
calculation around these classical vectors, including the finite
external field [19, 20]. After a few steps, we compute the
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1, 2 are the layer indices within each bilayers, and elementary
displacements ~⌧ and ~� are defined in Fig. 1(f). Since we con-
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polarized triplet |t"i = |""i shown in Fig. 1(d)) are retained,
each dimer being replaced by a single site with hard-core bo-
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nite superfluid stiffness). Interestingly, the layers A and B
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FIG. 1: Schematic models for BaCuSi2O6: (a) Frustrated bilayer
array with two types of dimers; (b) and (c) Effective bosonic models
in the field-induced critical regime: (b) Frustrated hard-core bosons
model with different chemical potential; (c) Non-frustrated hard-core
boson model with a field-dependent effective transverse hopping (see
text); (d) The 4 energy states of isolated dimers A and B versus the
external magnetic field; (e) Triplet dispersions in isolated bilayers
EA = J

k (cos kx + cos ky) and EB = EA + � induced by the
inter-dimer couplings J

k; (f)View of the frustrated lattice (a) from
above with the unit vectors ~⌧ and ~�. Bottom: Angle representation
of the classical GS. (g) µ < µc: both A and B layers are empty. (h)
µc < µ < µc + �: A layers start to accomodate bosons while B
layers are still gapped.

distinct triplet branches shown in Fig. 1(e). When frustra-
tion [Eq. (6)] is taken into account, the gap remains open at
the MF level because frustration leads to a cancellation of
the hopping processes between A and B and only allows for
non-zero diagonal interactions which just renormalize the gap
� = (JB � JA) /
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. Therefore, at the MF level the

triplet densities ⇢A(B) = (1+cos ✓A(B))/2 appear at different
critical fields with a quite sizable gap � ⇠ 3.5 T. However,
as already discussed by Rösch and Vojta [18], the existence
of a second critical field where triplets would start to populate
the B planes is ruled out by NMR results [17] which clearly
show a unique critical field with a finite, while reduced, triplet
population on the B layers. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
MF and consider the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
classical GS in order to understand how the triplets populate
the B sites, and how they propagate along the 3D direction.
Linear spin-waves— We replace a hard-core bo-
son by a spin-1/2 with classical coordinates ~S =
1/2 (cos' sin ✓, sin' sin ✓, cos ✓), leading to the vector
representation depicted in Fig. 1(g-h). We develop the SW
calculation around these classical vectors, including the finite
external field [19, 20]. After a few steps, we compute the
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Note that the space coordinates are labelled by ~r, l where l =
1, 2 are the layer indices within each bilayers, and elementary
displacements ~⌧ and ~� are defined in Fig. 1(f). Since we con-
sider the strong coupling limit (JA,B � J

k), each bilayer can
be described by a low energy theory where only the two lowest
states of a dimer (the singlet |si = (|"#i � |#"i) /

p
2 and the

polarized triplet |t"i = |""i shown in Fig. 1(d)) are retained,
each dimer being replaced by a single site with hard-core bo-
son degrees of freedom (|0i ⌘ |si and |1i ⌘ |t"i) [2, 7]. Each
AF bilayer is then described by interacting hard-core bosons
on a 2D square lattice, and the 3D effective frustrated bosonic
Hamiltonian [Fig. 1(b)] reads Hbos = HA + HB + H?, with
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and
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where µA = JA � H and µB = JB � H = µA + �. The
frustrating inter-layer part mixes bosons a and b:

H? =
X

~r2A,~�

J
F
?
2

(a†~rb~r±~� + b
†
~ra~r±~� + n

A
~r n

B
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Mean-Field analysis— We first analyse the problem using a
mean-field (MF) Hartree-Fock approach, searching for a GS
wave function of the form  0 =  A ⌦  B with | Ai =Q

j2A

�
sin ✓A

2 |0ij + ei'j cos ✓A
2 |1ij

�
. When decoupled, each

layer displays successive phases upon changing the chemical
potential. If µ < �2J

k (> 2J
k) the bosonic system is empty

(full): ✓ = ⇡ (✓ = 0) and | i =
Q

j |0ij (| i =
Q

j |1ij)
whereas for �2J

k  µ  2J
k the system is compress-

ible and the bosons can form a T = 0 Bose-Einstein con-
densate with 0 < ✓ < ⇡ and a fixed (pinned) phase ' (fi-
nite superfluid stiffness). Interestingly, the layers A and B
start to accommodate bosons for different values of µ, mean-
ing different values of the magnetic field H , resulting in the

FIG. 1: Schematic models for BaCuSi2O6: (a) Frustrated bilayer
array with two types of dimers; (b) and (c) Effective bosonic models
in the field-induced critical regime: (b) Frustrated hard-core bosons
model with different chemical potential; (c) Non-frustrated hard-core
boson model with a field-dependent effective transverse hopping (see
text); (d) The 4 energy states of isolated dimers A and B versus the
external magnetic field; (e) Triplet dispersions in isolated bilayers
EA = J

k (cos kx + cos ky) and EB = EA + � induced by the
inter-dimer couplings J

k; (f)View of the frustrated lattice (a) from
above with the unit vectors ~⌧ and ~�. Bottom: Angle representation
of the classical GS. (g) µ < µc: both A and B layers are empty. (h)
µc < µ < µc + �: A layers start to accomodate bosons while B
layers are still gapped.

distinct triplet branches shown in Fig. 1(e). When frustra-
tion [Eq. (6)] is taken into account, the gap remains open at
the MF level because frustration leads to a cancellation of
the hopping processes between A and B and only allows for
non-zero diagonal interactions which just renormalize the gap
� = (JB � JA) /

⇣
1� JF

?
3Jk

⌘
. Therefore, at the MF level the

triplet densities ⇢A(B) = (1+cos ✓A(B))/2 appear at different
critical fields with a quite sizable gap � ⇠ 3.5 T. However,
as already discussed by Rösch and Vojta [18], the existence
of a second critical field where triplets would start to populate
the B planes is ruled out by NMR results [17] which clearly
show a unique critical field with a finite, while reduced, triplet
population on the B layers. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
MF and consider the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
classical GS in order to understand how the triplets populate
the B sites, and how they propagate along the 3D direction.
Linear spin-waves— We replace a hard-core bo-
son by a spin-1/2 with classical coordinates ~S =
1/2 (cos' sin ✓, sin' sin ✓, cos ✓), leading to the vector
representation depicted in Fig. 1(g-h). We develop the SW
calculation around these classical vectors, including the finite
external field [19, 20]. After a few steps, we compute the

dimer-boson 
mapping

Consequences for the 
critical temperature

TBEC ⇡ ~2
2kB(mxmymz)1/3

h
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FIG.1.(Coloronline).(a)Unitcelloftheminimalmodel
displayingthedi↵erentdimertypes(A,B,C),theirstacking
andtheexchangesconsidered.Thedisplayedunitcellhasthe
basis{â0,b̂0,ĉ0},while{â,b̂,ĉ}correspondstothebasisofthe
experimentalunitcellusedinpreviousscatteringstudies[13–
15].(b)Topviewontheab-plane.

systemasdescribedabove)wereobserved,whichwas
alreadypointingtowardsalackofunderstandingofthe
exactcrystalstructureofthelowtemperaturephaseof
BaCuSi2O6.Toovercomethislackofunderstanding,a
morethoroughcrystallographicstudy,puttingastrong
focusonthelowtemperaturestructure,revealedadif-
ferenceinthedimer-ionseparationofdimersonadjacent
layers.Asaconsequence,theexchangepathsbetween
thedimer-ionsischanged,whichwouldthenleadto
di↵erentintradimer-andpossiblyalsointerdimer-
exchangesfordimersonadjacentlayers,henceresulting
inatleasttwodi↵erentdimertypesinthismaterial.
Sincethisstudystilldealtwithanaveragestructure,it
mightbepossiblethatthereexistevenmoredi↵erent
dimertypesinthiscompound.Inaccordancewiththis,
NuclearMagneticResonance(NMR)studies[16,17]
wereabletospatiallyresolvetheBECtriplondensity
andreportedaspatialmodulationsperpendiculartothe
layers.Moreover,recentabinitiocalculationpropose
e↵ectiveferromagneticnearestneighbourintralayer
exchanges[18],resultingfromstrongantiferromagnetic
diagonalionicexchanges.Asaconsequence,geometrical
frustrationoftheinterlayerexchangewouldbeimpos-
sibleandhencetheoriginofthedimensionalreduction
wouldagainremainanopenquestion.
Toanswerthecrucialquestionofthesignofthenearest
neighbourintralayerexchange,weperformedneutron

spectroscopicmeasurements,revealingcharacteristicsof
thespectrumofBaCuSi2O6withunprecedentedquality.
First,weprobedthemagneticexcitationsinBaCuSi2O6

overlarge-|~Q|usingtheTripleAxisSpectrometers
(TAS)EIGERattheSINQneutronsource[19]usinga
temperatureof1.55Kandincidentneutronsofenergy
Ei=14.7meV.
Additionally,inelasticneutronscattering(INS)mea-
surementswereperformedusingthedirect-geometry,
Time-of-Flight(ToF)spectrometersAMATERASat
theJ-PARCneutronsource[20]andLETattheISIS
neutronsource[21].Themeasurementswereper-
formedusingthesamesinglecrystalusedonEIGER
atatemperatureof1.56KonLETand0.3Kon
AMATERASrespectively.Forincidentneutronsof
energyEi=9meV,thecoveredphasespaceonboth
instrumentsobservedthefullbandwidthofmagnetic
excitationswithinabandwidthextendingfrom3to
6meV.
[Footnote:Forthedatapre-procession

(SeeSupplementalMaterial).]Fig.2(a-d)shows
two-dimensionalenergytransferslicesofthedata,
collectedonAMATERAS,alongfourhighsymmetry
directionsin~Q-space.Thedispersioninsidethelayers
(intralayerdispersion)isdisplayedin(a,b)alongtwo
directions[Qh04]and[QhQh4].Thefirstobserva-
tionis,thattherearethreetriplonmodesvisiblefor
some~Q-points,eventhoughthereisnomagneticfield
appliedandthesplittingisnotcausedbyanisotropy.
Welabelthesedi↵erenttriplonmodesasA,Band
Cinascendingorderinenergytransfer.[Foot-
note:Thislabelingisunambiguous,

sincethesethreetriplonmodesdonot

crossin(~Q,!)-space.(SeeSupplemental
Material)]Second,allthesetriplonmodesshow
aclearmodulationinenergytransferwithalarge
bandwidth(orderof2meValong[Qh04]and1meV
along[QhQh4]).Third,thepositionoftheminima
(calledzonecenter)oftheintralayerdispersionisat
even(Qh,Qk),whilethepositionofthemaxima(called
zoneboundary)oftheintralayerdispersionisatodd
(Qh,Qk).
Thedispersionperpendiculartothelayers(interlayer
dispersion)isshownin(c,d)alongtwodirections
[00Ql]and[10Ql].In(c),onlytwomodesarevisi-
ble,sincemodesBandCareontopofeachotheralong
[00Ql],sowheneverthisisthecase,theircomposite
modewillbecalledB+Cinthefollowing.Asafirstob-
servation,thereisnoclearmodulationinenergytransfer
visiblealong[00Ql]forAandB+C,whilethere
seemstobeno(uptoexperimentalenergyresolution)
modulationatallinenergytransferalong[10Ql].
Second,in(c)thereisamodulationinintensityof
bothmodeAandmodeB+Calong[00Ql]visible,
whichdisplaysanextraordinaryintensitypattern.Mode
B+ChasasinglemaximumatQl=4,whilemodeA
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with two types of dimers [Fig. 1(a)] that we can decompose
into three parts: Hmag = Hmag

A + Hmag
B + Hmag

? . The bilay-
ers A and B are described by the Hamiltonians

Hmag
A(B) =

X

~r2A(B)

h
JA(B)S~r,1 · S~r,2 �H(Sz

~r,1 + S
z
~r,2)

+
X

l=1,2

X

~⌧

J
k
A(B)S~r,l · S~r+~⌧ ,l

i
, (2)

with JA ' 4.27 meV, JB ' 4.72 meV, and J
k
A ' J

k
B ' 0.5

meV for BaCuSi2O6 [15]. The frustrated inter-bilayer part is
governed by

Hmag
? =

X

~r2A

X

~�

J
F
?

h
S~r,2 · S~r+~�,1 + S~r,1 · S~r�~�,2

i
. (3)

Note that the space coordinates are labelled by ~r, l where l =
1, 2 are the layer indices within each bilayers, and elementary
displacements ~⌧ and ~� are defined in Fig. 1(f). Since we con-
sider the strong coupling limit (JA,B � J

k), each bilayer can
be described by a low energy theory where only the two lowest
states of a dimer (the singlet |si = (|"#i � |#"i) /

p
2 and the

polarized triplet |t"i = |""i shown in Fig. 1(d)) are retained,
each dimer being replaced by a single site with hard-core bo-
son degrees of freedom (|0i ⌘ |si and |1i ⌘ |t"i) [2, 7]. Each
AF bilayer is then described by interacting hard-core bosons
on a 2D square lattice, and the 3D effective frustrated bosonic
Hamiltonian [Fig. 1(b)] reads Hbos = HA + HB + H?, with

HA =
X

~r,~⌧

J
k

2
(a†~ra~r+~⌧ + h.c. + n

A
~r n

A
~r+~⌧ )�

X

~r

µAn
A
~r (4)

and

HB =
X

~r,~⌧

J
k

2
(b†~rb~r+~⌧ + h.c. + n

B
~r n

B
~r+~⌧ )�

X

~r

µBn
B
~r , (5)

where µA = JA � H and µB = JB � H = µA + �. The
frustrating inter-layer part mixes bosons a and b:

H? =
X

~r2A,~�

J
F
?
2

(a†~rb~r±~� + b
†
~ra~r±~� + n

A
~r n

B
~r±~�

). (6)

Mean-Field analysis— We first analyse the problem using a
mean-field (MF) Hartree-Fock approach, searching for a GS
wave function of the form  0 =  A ⌦  B with | Ai =Q

j2A

�
sin ✓A

2 |0ij + ei'j cos ✓A
2 |1ij

�
. When decoupled, each

layer displays successive phases upon changing the chemical
potential. If µ < �2J

k (> 2J
k) the bosonic system is empty

(full): ✓ = ⇡ (✓ = 0) and | i =
Q

j |0ij (| i =
Q

j |1ij)
whereas for �2J

k  µ  2J
k the system is compress-

ible and the bosons can form a T = 0 Bose-Einstein con-
densate with 0 < ✓ < ⇡ and a fixed (pinned) phase ' (fi-
nite superfluid stiffness). Interestingly, the layers A and B
start to accommodate bosons for different values of µ, mean-
ing different values of the magnetic field H , resulting in the

FIG. 1: Schematic models for BaCuSi2O6: (a) Frustrated bilayer
array with two types of dimers; (b) and (c) Effective bosonic models
in the field-induced critical regime: (b) Frustrated hard-core bosons
model with different chemical potential; (c) Non-frustrated hard-core
boson model with a field-dependent effective transverse hopping (see
text); (d) The 4 energy states of isolated dimers A and B versus the
external magnetic field; (e) Triplet dispersions in isolated bilayers
EA = J

k (cos kx + cos ky) and EB = EA + � induced by the
inter-dimer couplings J

k; (f)View of the frustrated lattice (a) from
above with the unit vectors ~⌧ and ~�. Bottom: Angle representation
of the classical GS. (g) µ < µc: both A and B layers are empty. (h)
µc < µ < µc + �: A layers start to accomodate bosons while B
layers are still gapped.

distinct triplet branches shown in Fig. 1(e). When frustra-
tion [Eq. (6)] is taken into account, the gap remains open at
the MF level because frustration leads to a cancellation of
the hopping processes between A and B and only allows for
non-zero diagonal interactions which just renormalize the gap
� = (JB � JA) /

⇣
1� JF

?
3Jk

⌘
. Therefore, at the MF level the

triplet densities ⇢A(B) = (1+cos ✓A(B))/2 appear at different
critical fields with a quite sizable gap � ⇠ 3.5 T. However,
as already discussed by Rösch and Vojta [18], the existence
of a second critical field where triplets would start to populate
the B planes is ruled out by NMR results [17] which clearly
show a unique critical field with a finite, while reduced, triplet
population on the B layers. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
MF and consider the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
classical GS in order to understand how the triplets populate
the B sites, and how they propagate along the 3D direction.
Linear spin-waves— We replace a hard-core bo-
son by a spin-1/2 with classical coordinates ~S =
1/2 (cos' sin ✓, sin' sin ✓, cos ✓), leading to the vector
representation depicted in Fig. 1(g-h). We develop the SW
calculation around these classical vectors, including the finite
external field [19, 20]. After a few steps, we compute the
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meV for BaCuSi2O6 [15]. The frustrated inter-bilayer part is
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Note that the space coordinates are labelled by ~r, l where l =
1, 2 are the layer indices within each bilayers, and elementary
displacements ~⌧ and ~� are defined in Fig. 1(f). Since we con-
sider the strong coupling limit (JA,B � J

k), each bilayer can
be described by a low energy theory where only the two lowest
states of a dimer (the singlet |si = (|"#i � |#"i) /

p
2 and the

polarized triplet |t"i = |""i shown in Fig. 1(d)) are retained,
each dimer being replaced by a single site with hard-core bo-
son degrees of freedom (|0i ⌘ |si and |1i ⌘ |t"i) [2, 7]. Each
AF bilayer is then described by interacting hard-core bosons
on a 2D square lattice, and the 3D effective frustrated bosonic
Hamiltonian [Fig. 1(b)] reads Hbos = HA + HB + H?, with
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Mean-Field analysis— We first analyse the problem using a
mean-field (MF) Hartree-Fock approach, searching for a GS
wave function of the form  0 =  A ⌦  B with | Ai =Q
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whereas for �2J

k  µ  2J
k the system is compress-

ible and the bosons can form a T = 0 Bose-Einstein con-
densate with 0 < ✓ < ⇡ and a fixed (pinned) phase ' (fi-
nite superfluid stiffness). Interestingly, the layers A and B
start to accommodate bosons for different values of µ, mean-
ing different values of the magnetic field H , resulting in the

FIG. 1: Schematic models for BaCuSi2O6: (a) Frustrated bilayer
array with two types of dimers; (b) and (c) Effective bosonic models
in the field-induced critical regime: (b) Frustrated hard-core bosons
model with different chemical potential; (c) Non-frustrated hard-core
boson model with a field-dependent effective transverse hopping (see
text); (d) The 4 energy states of isolated dimers A and B versus the
external magnetic field; (e) Triplet dispersions in isolated bilayers
EA = J

k (cos kx + cos ky) and EB = EA + � induced by the
inter-dimer couplings J

k; (f)View of the frustrated lattice (a) from
above with the unit vectors ~⌧ and ~�. Bottom: Angle representation
of the classical GS. (g) µ < µc: both A and B layers are empty. (h)
µc < µ < µc + �: A layers start to accomodate bosons while B
layers are still gapped.

distinct triplet branches shown in Fig. 1(e). When frustra-
tion [Eq. (6)] is taken into account, the gap remains open at
the MF level because frustration leads to a cancellation of
the hopping processes between A and B and only allows for
non-zero diagonal interactions which just renormalize the gap
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triplet densities ⇢A(B) = (1+cos ✓A(B))/2 appear at different
critical fields with a quite sizable gap � ⇠ 3.5 T. However,
as already discussed by Rösch and Vojta [18], the existence
of a second critical field where triplets would start to populate
the B planes is ruled out by NMR results [17] which clearly
show a unique critical field with a finite, while reduced, triplet
population on the B layers. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
MF and consider the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
classical GS in order to understand how the triplets populate
the B sites, and how they propagate along the 3D direction.
Linear spin-waves— We replace a hard-core bo-
son by a spin-1/2 with classical coordinates ~S =
1/2 (cos' sin ✓, sin' sin ✓, cos ✓), leading to the vector
representation depicted in Fig. 1(g-h). We develop the SW
calculation around these classical vectors, including the finite
external field [19, 20]. After a few steps, we compute the
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of a second critical field where triplets would start to populate
the B planes is ruled out by NMR results [17] which clearly
show a unique critical field with a finite, while reduced, triplet
population on the B layers. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
MF and consider the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
classical GS in order to understand how the triplets populate
the B sites, and how they propagate along the 3D direction.
Linear spin-waves— We replace a hard-core bo-
son by a spin-1/2 with classical coordinates ~S =
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representation depicted in Fig. 1(g-h). We develop the SW
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Magnetic field dependence of the low-
temperature (0.05–0.08 K) 63Cu NMR spectra on entering the
BEC phase of BaCuSi2O6 (green lines). The vertical offset of the
spectra defines the corresponding field value. The spectra are almost
exclusively due to B layers, and their first moment (open circles)
measures the corresponding local magnetization. The dotted line is the
theoretical prediction; see the text and Fig. 2. The 5× zoom of selected
spectra (orange lines) reveals a weak, broad, and strongly shifted
contribution of A layers, and the orange triangles denote a rough
estimate of its first moment. The inset shows the schematic structure
of the spin-1/2 dimers: green lines present perfectly frustrated,
symmetric interlayer exchange couplings, and dotted lines denote
weak breaking of this symmetry.

NMR spectra,13 the 63Cu NMR signal from the B layers
is clearly separated from the one from the A layers and
provides an accurate determination of boson densities in the
B layers as a function of h (Fig. 1). As predicted in Ref. 18,
a quadratic h dependence has been observed; however, its
size is much stronger than the predicted one, and there is
also a non-negligible linear component. We attribute this
latter to a deviation from the perfect frustration due to the
incommensurate (IC) lattice modulation16 and a weak breaking
of the tetragonal symmetry,20 both of which characterize the
structural distortion at 90 K.

BaCuSi2O6 can be described as Cu2+ spin-1/2 dimers
located on a bct lattice with Cu-Cu bonds perpendicular
to the ab plane (inset of Fig. 1). The real space group
at room temperature is indeed I41/acd.21 However, below
90 K a first-order structural transition renders adjacent layers

inequivalent20 and also induces an IC distortion of the lattice
along the b axis.17 This IC distortion converts the typical
splitting of each NMR line below TBEC (Ref. 7) into a
continuously distributed spectrum.13 In addition, although the
boson densities nA and nB in the A and B layers are very
different, the 29Si NMR lines originating from the two types
of layers overlap due to the small sensitivity of the 29Si NMR to
local boson density.22 Finally, through a significant long-range
(dipolar) coupling, the 29Si nuclei from the B layers are also
somewhat sensitive to the A layer boson density. Altogether,
this renders an accurate determination of the small nB values
by 29Si NMR quite difficult. Although experimentally more
complicated, a study by 63Cu NMR presents major advantages.
Unlike the distant 29Si nucleus, the 63Cu nucleus is at the site
of the electron spin and thus senses only local magnetization
through a much larger hyperfine coupling tensor, 63Azz =
−16.4 T/µB [Ref. 13; defined later, see Eq. (2)], enhancing the
sensitivity of the 63Cu NMR line position to small values and
variations of local boson density. One thus expects that above
Hc1 the different nA and nB values correspond to separated
NMR lines, rendering the determination of nB much easier.

The 63Cu and 29Si NMR have been performed in the
23–27 T field range, in a resistive magnet at the Labora-
toire National des Champs Magnétiques Intenses (LNCMI).
The sample was a 2.4 × 2.4 × 1.2 mm3 single crystal of
BaCuSi2O6, grown in a mirror furnace and fully enriched in
29Si to enhance the 29Si NMR signal. It was placed in the
mixing chamber of a 3He-4He dilution refrigerator, with its
c axis oriented parallel to the external field H , i.e., c ‖ z.
NMR spectra have been recorded at fixed field by summing
up Fourier transforms of the NMR echoes taken at regular
frequency steps. The frequency ν for the 63Cu NMR spectra
corresponds to the central line of 63Cu and is taken relative
to the reference ν0 =63 γeffH , where 63γeff =63 γ (1 + Korb),
with 63γ = 11.285 MHz/T and Korb = 1.68%.13 The value
of the applied field H was calibrated with the metallic 27Al
reference placed in the same coil as the sample.

In a Bose-Einstein condensate spins S bear both a longitu-
dinal, Mz = gzµB〈Sz〉, and a transverse, staggered component
of the magnetization, M⊥ = g⊥µB〈S⊥〉, where gz and g⊥ are
the corresponding components of the g tensor. In general, both
components define the observed NMR frequency through the
corresponding components of the hyperfine coupling tensor
Azz and Az⊥:

ν± = ν0 + γAzzMz ± γAz⊥M⊥. (1)

While for the 29Si NMR in BaCuSi2O6 this is indeed the
case, the hyperfine tensor of the Cu is dominated by on-site
interactions (core polarization and on-site dipolar interaction)
and is diagonal with its main component Azz along the c
axis. The Cu line shapes are thus insensitive to the staggered
magnetization (as long as H ‖ c), and the frequency shift of the
first moment ν1 (average frequency) of the line, #ν = ν1 − ν0,
reflects directly the longitudinal magnetization only, that is, the
boson density nA(B), by

nA(B) ≡ 2〈SA(B)
z 〉 = 2#νA(B)

/(
γgccµB

63Azz

)
, (2)

where gcc = 2.30.23 This formula implies that nA(B) = 1 when
there is one boson per dimer in the A (B) layer. With
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In order to understand the nature of the two-dimensional Bose-Einstein condensed (BEC) phase in BaCuSi2O6,
we performed detailed 63Cu and 29Si NMR above the critical magnetic field, Hc1 = 23.4 T. The two different
alternating layers present in the system have very different local magnetizations close to Hc1; one is very weak,
and its size and field dependence are highly sensitive to the nature of inter-layer coupling. Its precise value
could only be determined by “on-site” 63Cu NMR, and the data are fully reproduced by a model of interacting
hard-core bosons in which the perfect frustration associated to tetragonal symmetry is slightly lifted, leading
to the conclusion that the population of the less populated layers is not fully incoherent but must be partially
condensed.
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Weakly coupled antiferromagnetic (AF) spin-1/2 dimers
are currently of great interest since they offer an ideal
playground to study the physics of hard-core bosons on
a lattice.1 All these systems have in common a collective
singlet ground state, separated by an energy gap from a
band of triplet excitations. For magnetic fields H larger than
the critical field Hc1 closing this gap, the dimers acquire
a triplet, i.e., a hard-core boson density controlled by the
bare chemical potential, that is the reduced magnetic field
h = H − Hc1. Depending on the geometry of the interdimer
couplings, a rich variety of ground states can occur: canted
XY AF order, which can be described as Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC),2,3 observed in TlCuCl3,3,4 BaCuSi2O6,5

NiCl2-4SC(NH2)2 (DTN),6 and CuBr4(C5H12N)2 (BPCB);7

magnetization plateaus described as Mott insulators, observed
in SrCu2(BO3)2;8 Bose glasses observed in doped DTN9 and
other systems;10 and even supersolids11 for which a physical
realization has not been found yet. The hallmark of a BEC
system is the field dependence of the temperature TBEC of
transition into the ordered phase of canted XY AF type, TBEC ∝
hφ , where φ = 2/d = 2/3 in the standard three-dimensional
(3D) case. In two dimensions, the BEC can only occur at
T = 0. However, depending on the strength and the nature of
the interlayer coupling which stabilizes the 3D order, the TBEC
vs h dependence of quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) systems
can be dominated by the properties of the quantum critical
point at T = 0 = h and thus can exhibit a 2D exponent φ = 1.

During the last few years BaCuSi2O6, also known as Han
purple, has emerged as an outstanding candidate for studying
this quasi-2D case. Its TBEC was found to vary linearly with
h, i.e., φ = 1,12,13 pointing to a quasi-2D BEC. This was
originally attributed to frustration between the Bose-Einstein
condensates of equivalent adjacent layers because the Cu
dimers form a body-centered tetragonal (bct) lattice12,14 (inset
of Fig. 1). In that scenario, the field dependence of TBEC is
exotic, linear instead of h2/3, but the low-temperature phase is
a standard 3D condensate. Whether the frustration is perfect

or not will not affect the nature of the low-temperature phase
but will simply induce a crossover to the regular h2/3 behavior
at very low temperature.15

However, BaCuSi2O6 undergoes around 90 K a first-order
structural transition16 which introduces some structural incom-
mensurability and, more importantly, two types of alternating
layers, A and B, along the c axis. The B layers have a bigger
intradimer exchange coupling and hence bigger local gap than
the A layers, as shown by inelastic neutron scattering17 and by
NMR,13 leading to an about 3 T higher nominal (local) critical
magnetic field. In that case, whether frustration is perfect or not
makes a qualitative difference regarding the low-temperature
phase: For perfect frustration the B layers are only populated by
a frustrated proximity effect from the A layers, and they remain
uncondensed up to a second critical field,15,18 with, however,
algebraic correlations at zero temperature.19 By contrast, for
imperfect frustration the B layers are also populated by a
regular proximity effect, and they contain a condensate which,
if large enough, dominates their population. It is thus of crucial
importance to determine whether the structural distortion leads
to a negligible or to a significant departure from perfect frustra-
tion in order to unambiguously identify the nature of the low-
temperature phase of BaCuSi2O6 above the first critical field.

A direct way to answer that question is to measure very
precisely the local magnetization of the less polarized B layers.
Indeed, as shown in Refs. 15 and 18, the magnetization, i.e.,
the boson density, of the less polarized layers just above Hc1
depends crucially on the level of frustration: it is expected to
grow quadratically with h if the frustration is perfect18 and
linearly otherwise.15 In that respect, the 29Si NMR data of
Ref. 13, which have clearly demonstrated the existence of two
types of layers, are not sufficiently precise, mostly because the
lines of the two types of layers overlap.

In this Rapid Communication, we show that this difficulty
can be overcome by turning to technically much more difficult
63Cu NMR measurements in the vicinity of the quantum
critical field Hc1 = 23.4 T of BaCuSi2O6.13 Unlike the 29Si
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Weakly coupled antiferromagnetic (AF) spin-1/2 dimers
are currently of great interest since they offer an ideal
playground to study the physics of hard-core bosons on
a lattice.1 All these systems have in common a collective
singlet ground state, separated by an energy gap from a
band of triplet excitations. For magnetic fields H larger than
the critical field Hc1 closing this gap, the dimers acquire
a triplet, i.e., a hard-core boson density controlled by the
bare chemical potential, that is the reduced magnetic field
h = H − Hc1. Depending on the geometry of the interdimer
couplings, a rich variety of ground states can occur: canted
XY AF order, which can be described as Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC),2,3 observed in TlCuCl3,3,4 BaCuSi2O6,5

NiCl2-4SC(NH2)2 (DTN),6 and CuBr4(C5H12N)2 (BPCB);7

magnetization plateaus described as Mott insulators, observed
in SrCu2(BO3)2;8 Bose glasses observed in doped DTN9 and
other systems;10 and even supersolids11 for which a physical
realization has not been found yet. The hallmark of a BEC
system is the field dependence of the temperature TBEC of
transition into the ordered phase of canted XY AF type, TBEC ∝
hφ , where φ = 2/d = 2/3 in the standard three-dimensional
(3D) case. In two dimensions, the BEC can only occur at
T = 0. However, depending on the strength and the nature of
the interlayer coupling which stabilizes the 3D order, the TBEC
vs h dependence of quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) systems
can be dominated by the properties of the quantum critical
point at T = 0 = h and thus can exhibit a 2D exponent φ = 1.

During the last few years BaCuSi2O6, also known as Han
purple, has emerged as an outstanding candidate for studying
this quasi-2D case. Its TBEC was found to vary linearly with
h, i.e., φ = 1,12,13 pointing to a quasi-2D BEC. This was
originally attributed to frustration between the Bose-Einstein
condensates of equivalent adjacent layers because the Cu
dimers form a body-centered tetragonal (bct) lattice12,14 (inset
of Fig. 1). In that scenario, the field dependence of TBEC is
exotic, linear instead of h2/3, but the low-temperature phase is
a standard 3D condensate. Whether the frustration is perfect

or not will not affect the nature of the low-temperature phase
but will simply induce a crossover to the regular h2/3 behavior
at very low temperature.15

However, BaCuSi2O6 undergoes around 90 K a first-order
structural transition16 which introduces some structural incom-
mensurability and, more importantly, two types of alternating
layers, A and B, along the c axis. The B layers have a bigger
intradimer exchange coupling and hence bigger local gap than
the A layers, as shown by inelastic neutron scattering17 and by
NMR,13 leading to an about 3 T higher nominal (local) critical
magnetic field. In that case, whether frustration is perfect or not
makes a qualitative difference regarding the low-temperature
phase: For perfect frustration the B layers are only populated by
a frustrated proximity effect from the A layers, and they remain
uncondensed up to a second critical field,15,18 with, however,
algebraic correlations at zero temperature.19 By contrast, for
imperfect frustration the B layers are also populated by a
regular proximity effect, and they contain a condensate which,
if large enough, dominates their population. It is thus of crucial
importance to determine whether the structural distortion leads
to a negligible or to a significant departure from perfect frustra-
tion in order to unambiguously identify the nature of the low-
temperature phase of BaCuSi2O6 above the first critical field.

A direct way to answer that question is to measure very
precisely the local magnetization of the less polarized B layers.
Indeed, as shown in Refs. 15 and 18, the magnetization, i.e.,
the boson density, of the less polarized layers just above Hc1
depends crucially on the level of frustration: it is expected to
grow quadratically with h if the frustration is perfect18 and
linearly otherwise.15 In that respect, the 29Si NMR data of
Ref. 13, which have clearly demonstrated the existence of two
types of layers, are not sufficiently precise, mostly because the
lines of the two types of layers overlap.

In this Rapid Communication, we show that this difficulty
can be overcome by turning to technically much more difficult
63Cu NMR measurements in the vicinity of the quantum
critical field Hc1 = 23.4 T of BaCuSi2O6.13 Unlike the 29Si
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Weakly coupled antiferromagnetic (AF) spin-1/2 dimers
are currently of great interest since they offer an ideal
playground to study the physics of hard-core bosons on
a lattice.1 All these systems have in common a collective
singlet ground state, separated by an energy gap from a
band of triplet excitations. For magnetic fields H larger than
the critical field Hc1 closing this gap, the dimers acquire
a triplet, i.e., a hard-core boson density controlled by the
bare chemical potential, that is the reduced magnetic field
h = H − Hc1. Depending on the geometry of the interdimer
couplings, a rich variety of ground states can occur: canted
XY AF order, which can be described as Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC),2,3 observed in TlCuCl3,3,4 BaCuSi2O6,5

NiCl2-4SC(NH2)2 (DTN),6 and CuBr4(C5H12N)2 (BPCB);7

magnetization plateaus described as Mott insulators, observed
in SrCu2(BO3)2;8 Bose glasses observed in doped DTN9 and
other systems;10 and even supersolids11 for which a physical
realization has not been found yet. The hallmark of a BEC
system is the field dependence of the temperature TBEC of
transition into the ordered phase of canted XY AF type, TBEC ∝
hφ , where φ = 2/d = 2/3 in the standard three-dimensional
(3D) case. In two dimensions, the BEC can only occur at
T = 0. However, depending on the strength and the nature of
the interlayer coupling which stabilizes the 3D order, the TBEC
vs h dependence of quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) systems
can be dominated by the properties of the quantum critical
point at T = 0 = h and thus can exhibit a 2D exponent φ = 1.

During the last few years BaCuSi2O6, also known as Han
purple, has emerged as an outstanding candidate for studying
this quasi-2D case. Its TBEC was found to vary linearly with
h, i.e., φ = 1,12,13 pointing to a quasi-2D BEC. This was
originally attributed to frustration between the Bose-Einstein
condensates of equivalent adjacent layers because the Cu
dimers form a body-centered tetragonal (bct) lattice12,14 (inset
of Fig. 1). In that scenario, the field dependence of TBEC is
exotic, linear instead of h2/3, but the low-temperature phase is
a standard 3D condensate. Whether the frustration is perfect

or not will not affect the nature of the low-temperature phase
but will simply induce a crossover to the regular h2/3 behavior
at very low temperature.15

However, BaCuSi2O6 undergoes around 90 K a first-order
structural transition16 which introduces some structural incom-
mensurability and, more importantly, two types of alternating
layers, A and B, along the c axis. The B layers have a bigger
intradimer exchange coupling and hence bigger local gap than
the A layers, as shown by inelastic neutron scattering17 and by
NMR,13 leading to an about 3 T higher nominal (local) critical
magnetic field. In that case, whether frustration is perfect or not
makes a qualitative difference regarding the low-temperature
phase: For perfect frustration the B layers are only populated by
a frustrated proximity effect from the A layers, and they remain
uncondensed up to a second critical field,15,18 with, however,
algebraic correlations at zero temperature.19 By contrast, for
imperfect frustration the B layers are also populated by a
regular proximity effect, and they contain a condensate which,
if large enough, dominates their population. It is thus of crucial
importance to determine whether the structural distortion leads
to a negligible or to a significant departure from perfect frustra-
tion in order to unambiguously identify the nature of the low-
temperature phase of BaCuSi2O6 above the first critical field.

A direct way to answer that question is to measure very
precisely the local magnetization of the less polarized B layers.
Indeed, as shown in Refs. 15 and 18, the magnetization, i.e.,
the boson density, of the less polarized layers just above Hc1
depends crucially on the level of frustration: it is expected to
grow quadratically with h if the frustration is perfect18 and
linearly otherwise.15 In that respect, the 29Si NMR data of
Ref. 13, which have clearly demonstrated the existence of two
types of layers, are not sufficiently precise, mostly because the
lines of the two types of layers overlap.

In this Rapid Communication, we show that this difficulty
can be overcome by turning to technically much more difficult
63Cu NMR measurements in the vicinity of the quantum
critical field Hc1 = 23.4 T of BaCuSi2O6.13 Unlike the 29Si
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left panel: crystal structure of the
magnetic bilayer and the relevant magnetic model with the
FM in-plane order driven by the AFM interdimer cooupling
Jabc � Jab. Green (dark) and gray (light) circles denote dif-
ferent spin directions. Right panel: di↵erent regimes of inter-
layer interactions depending on the in-plane magnetic order.
The AFM in-plane order leads to a perfect frustration (top).
The FM in-plane order lifts the frustration (bottom). Crys-
tallographic plots are done using the VESTA software [25].

system from a 3D ordering. This crucial microscopic fea-
ture underlies the idea of the dimensional reduction at
the QCP. However, the frustrated nature of J? is invali-
dated by our detailed microscopic analysis of BaCuSi2O6

reported below.

In the following, we evaluate individual magnetic cou-
plings in BaCuSi2O6 using DFT band-structure calcu-
lations performed in the FPLO [19] code. From a tight-
binding analysis of the band structure calculated on the
level of local density approximation (LDA), we obtain
hopping integrals ti that are related to AFM exchange
integrals as J

AFM
i = 4t2i /Ue↵, where Ue↵ is an e↵ective

on-site Coulomb repulsion in the Cu 3d shell. Alterna-
tively, we estimate exchange couplings Ji as energy dif-
ferences between collinear FM and AFM spin configu-
rations calculated within the LSDA+U approach, where
the Hubbard U parameter accounts for electronic corre-
lation in a mean-field fashion [20]. We have cross-checked
the above FPLO results using total-energy calculations in
the VASP code [21] and the Lichtenstein exchange integral
procedure (LEIP) [22] implemented in TB-LMTO-ASA [23].
All these approaches provide the consistent microscopic
scenario of BaCuSi2O6 [24].

We start with the room-temperature I41/acd structure
of BaCuSi2O6 (Table I). Here, both ti and Ji support
the overall model of spin dimers forming the bilayers.
However, we find that the leading interdimer coupling
within the bilayer is clearly Jabc and not Jab. The upper
site of one dimer is coupled to the bottom site of the
neighboring dimer, thus leading to the FM in-plane order.
This FM order lifts the frustration of J? (Fig. 1).

The unexpected Jabc � Jab coupling regime can be ra-
tionalized by considering individual atomic orbitals that
contribute to the electron hopping and, therefore, to the
superexchange process. Fig. 2 shows Wannier functions

O1

O2

O3

a

b

FIG. 2. (Color online) Cu-based Wannier functions showing
the mechanism of the Cu–O1–O2–O3–Cu superexchange in
BaCuSi2O6.

TABLE I. Magnetic couplings in the high-temperature and
low-temperature phases of BaCuSi2O6: Cu–Cu distances d

(in Å), transfer integrals ti (in meV), and exchange integrals
Ji (in K). Note that the ti values represent AFM contribu-
tions to the exchange, according to J

AFM
i = 4t2i /Ue↵, where

Ue↵ is the e↵ective on-site Coulomb repulsion. Full exchange
couplings Ji are obtained from LSDA+U with Ud = 6.5 eV,
Jd = 1 eV and the around-mean-field double-counting correc-
tion [20].

J Jab Jabc J?

d 2.75 7.08 7.59 5.77

t �93 �2 36 �5

J 53 �0.2 7.9 0.4

J
A

J
B

J
A
ab J

B
ab J

A
abc J

B
abc J

A
? J

B
?

d 2.70 2.78 7.04 7.04 7.54 7.57 5.73 5.72

t �88 �105 2 �10 33 38 �4 �5

J 58 68 �0.2 �0.2 7.2 8.0 0.2 0.2

based on the Cu 3dx2�y2 orbitals. Each Wannier func-
tion comprises p� contributions of four nearest-neighbor
oxygen atoms O1 and O3 (about 10% each) and, ad-
ditionally, four smaller contributions of second-neighbor
oxygens O2 (about 0.5% each). These second-neighbor
contributions are not unusual and largely determine the
superexchange in Cu2+ magnets [20]. In BaCuSi2O6, the
superexchange follows the Cu–O1–O2–O3–Cu pathway
and, therefore, crucially depends on the O1–O2–O3 an-
gle, which is 95.5� for Jab and 156.1� for Jabc. Therefore,
Jabc should be the leading interdimer coupling because of
the more favorable orbital overlap according to the con-
ventional Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules [26].

Let us now consider the changes in the magnetic model
upon the transition to the low-temperature orthorhom-
bic Ibam structure around 100 K [14]. Here, tiny al-
terations in the mutual arrangement of the CuO4 and
SiO4 units render two neighboring bilayers inequivalent
(Fig. 3). These bilayers labeled A and B feature di↵er-
ent intradimer couplings, as seen by the inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) [13] and NMR [7]. Indeed, we find two
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The dimerized quantum magnet BaCuSi2O6 was proposed as an example of “dimensional reduction”
arising near the magnetic-field-induced quantum critical point (QCP) due to perfect geometrical frustration
of its interbilayer interactions. We demonstrate by high-resolution neutron spectroscopy experiments that
the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic, thereby excluding frustration. We explain the
apparent dimensional reduction by establishing the presence of three magnetically inequivalent bilayers,
with ratios 3∶2∶1, whose differing interaction parameters create an extra field-temperature scaling regime
near the QCP with a nontrivial but nonuniversal exponent. We demonstrate by detailed quantum
Monte Carlo simulations that the magnetic interaction parameters we deduce can account for all the
measured properties of BaCuSi2O6, opening the way to a quantitative understanding of nonuniversal
scaling in any modulated layered system.
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A foundation stone of statistical physics is the theory of
classical and quantum criticality [1,2], which states that all
physical properties around a quantum phase transition
(QPT) obey universal scaling laws dependent only on
the dimension of space d and the dynamical exponent z
(the “dimension of time” arising from the dispersionω ∝ kz

of low-energy excitations). The idea that perfectly frus-
trated competing interactions could lead to an effective
reduction of d has been both proposed [3–5] and contested
[6–8] to explain the physics of BaCuSi2O6. This S ¼ 1=2
material, known as Han purple from its use as a pigment in
ancient China [9,10], presents a three-dimensional (3D)
stack of Cu2þ bilayers [Fig. 1(a)] with dominant antiferro-
magnetic (AF) dimerization, significant intrabilayer inter-
actions, and a geometrically exact offset between adjacent
bilayers, but was reported to show 2D scaling exponents
around the field-induced QPT [3]. The discovery of
inequivalent bilayers in BaCuSi2O6 [11,12] raised the
question of whether frustration or structural modulation,
or both, would be required to explain the apparent dimen-
sional reduction [3]; despite intensive investigation
[4,5,7,8,12–16], this issue has yet to be resolved, with
far-reaching implications for any layered material.
While field-driven QPTs from the “quantum disordered”

dimerized state to the field-induced ordered state have

remained a hot topic in quantum magnetism for multiple
reasons (“Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons”) [17],
several recent developments make this the right time to
revisit dimensional reduction in BaCuSi2O6. First, an
ab initio analysis of the magnetic interactions has suggested
that the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic
(FM) [18], which would preclude a frustration scenario.
Second, a systematic structural determination [16] has
confirmed at minimum two inequivalent and alternating
bilayer units. Third, a new generation of time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron spectrometers now allows magnetic exci-
tations in materials such as BaCuSi2O6 to be characterized
with unprecedentedly high resolution and across multiple
Brillouin zones.
In this Letter, we report the results of neutron spectroscopy

experiments performed to determine the full magnetic
Hamiltonian of BaCuSi2O6. We verify that the effective
intrabilayer interaction parameter is FM, establish the pres-
ence of three inequivalent bilayers with number ratios 3∶2∶1
and determine the very weak interbilayer interaction. We
demonstrate by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
that our deduced interactions are completely consistent with
all prior experimental data for the magnetization, phase
diagram, layer triplet populations, and quantum critical
behavior. Our conclusion that structural modulation creates
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with ratios 3∶2∶1, whose differing interaction parameters create an extra field-temperature scaling regime
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measured properties of BaCuSi2O6, opening the way to a quantitative understanding of nonuniversal
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A foundation stone of statistical physics is the theory of
classical and quantum criticality [1,2], which states that all
physical properties around a quantum phase transition
(QPT) obey universal scaling laws dependent only on
the dimension of space d and the dynamical exponent z
(the “dimension of time” arising from the dispersionω ∝ kz

of low-energy excitations). The idea that perfectly frus-
trated competing interactions could lead to an effective
reduction of d has been both proposed [3–5] and contested
[6–8] to explain the physics of BaCuSi2O6. This S ¼ 1=2
material, known as Han purple from its use as a pigment in
ancient China [9,10], presents a three-dimensional (3D)
stack of Cu2þ bilayers [Fig. 1(a)] with dominant antiferro-
magnetic (AF) dimerization, significant intrabilayer inter-
actions, and a geometrically exact offset between adjacent
bilayers, but was reported to show 2D scaling exponents
around the field-induced QPT [3]. The discovery of
inequivalent bilayers in BaCuSi2O6 [11,12] raised the
question of whether frustration or structural modulation,
or both, would be required to explain the apparent dimen-
sional reduction [3]; despite intensive investigation
[4,5,7,8,12–16], this issue has yet to be resolved, with
far-reaching implications for any layered material.
While field-driven QPTs from the “quantum disordered”

dimerized state to the field-induced ordered state have

remained a hot topic in quantum magnetism for multiple
reasons (“Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons”) [17],
several recent developments make this the right time to
revisit dimensional reduction in BaCuSi2O6. First, an
ab initio analysis of the magnetic interactions has suggested
that the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic
(FM) [18], which would preclude a frustration scenario.
Second, a systematic structural determination [16] has
confirmed at minimum two inequivalent and alternating
bilayer units. Third, a new generation of time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron spectrometers now allows magnetic exci-
tations in materials such as BaCuSi2O6 to be characterized
with unprecedentedly high resolution and across multiple
Brillouin zones.
In this Letter, we report the results of neutron spectroscopy

experiments performed to determine the full magnetic
Hamiltonian of BaCuSi2O6. We verify that the effective
intrabilayer interaction parameter is FM, establish the pres-
ence of three inequivalent bilayers with number ratios 3∶2∶1
and determine the very weak interbilayer interaction. We
demonstrate by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
that our deduced interactions are completely consistent with
all prior experimental data for the magnetization, phase
diagram, layer triplet populations, and quantum critical
behavior. Our conclusion that structural modulation creates
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an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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coupling

J⊥ = − 0.04(1) meV

Assuming negligible magnetostriction, these zero-field
parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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Assuming negligible magnetostriction, these zero-field
parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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JA
∥ = − 0.480(3) meVJA = 4.275(5) meV

JB = 4.72(1) meV
JC = 4.95(2) meV

JB
∥ = − 0.497(8) meV

JC
∥ = − 0.57(1) meV

an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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⊥
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teff
3D(h) = t0
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At the quantum
critical point  Hc1
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The dimerized quantum magnet BaCuSi2O6 was proposed as an example of “dimensional reduction”
arising near the magnetic-field-induced quantum critical point (QCP) due to perfect geometrical frustration
of its interbilayer interactions. We demonstrate by high-resolution neutron spectroscopy experiments that
the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic, thereby excluding frustration. We explain the
apparent dimensional reduction by establishing the presence of three magnetically inequivalent bilayers,
with ratios 3∶2∶1, whose differing interaction parameters create an extra field-temperature scaling regime
near the QCP with a nontrivial but nonuniversal exponent. We demonstrate by detailed quantum
Monte Carlo simulations that the magnetic interaction parameters we deduce can account for all the
measured properties of BaCuSi2O6, opening the way to a quantitative understanding of nonuniversal
scaling in any modulated layered system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.177205

A foundation stone of statistical physics is the theory of
classical and quantum criticality [1,2], which states that all
physical properties around a quantum phase transition
(QPT) obey universal scaling laws dependent only on
the dimension of space d and the dynamical exponent z
(the “dimension of time” arising from the dispersionω ∝ kz

of low-energy excitations). The idea that perfectly frus-
trated competing interactions could lead to an effective
reduction of d has been both proposed [3–5] and contested
[6–8] to explain the physics of BaCuSi2O6. This S ¼ 1=2
material, known as Han purple from its use as a pigment in
ancient China [9,10], presents a three-dimensional (3D)
stack of Cu2þ bilayers [Fig. 1(a)] with dominant antiferro-
magnetic (AF) dimerization, significant intrabilayer inter-
actions, and a geometrically exact offset between adjacent
bilayers, but was reported to show 2D scaling exponents
around the field-induced QPT [3]. The discovery of
inequivalent bilayers in BaCuSi2O6 [11,12] raised the
question of whether frustration or structural modulation,
or both, would be required to explain the apparent dimen-
sional reduction [3]; despite intensive investigation
[4,5,7,8,12–16], this issue has yet to be resolved, with
far-reaching implications for any layered material.
While field-driven QPTs from the “quantum disordered”

dimerized state to the field-induced ordered state have

remained a hot topic in quantum magnetism for multiple
reasons (“Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons”) [17],
several recent developments make this the right time to
revisit dimensional reduction in BaCuSi2O6. First, an
ab initio analysis of the magnetic interactions has suggested
that the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic
(FM) [18], which would preclude a frustration scenario.
Second, a systematic structural determination [16] has
confirmed at minimum two inequivalent and alternating
bilayer units. Third, a new generation of time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron spectrometers now allows magnetic exci-
tations in materials such as BaCuSi2O6 to be characterized
with unprecedentedly high resolution and across multiple
Brillouin zones.
In this Letter, we report the results of neutron spectroscopy

experiments performed to determine the full magnetic
Hamiltonian of BaCuSi2O6. We verify that the effective
intrabilayer interaction parameter is FM, establish the pres-
ence of three inequivalent bilayers with number ratios 3∶2∶1
and determine the very weak interbilayer interaction. We
demonstrate by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
that our deduced interactions are completely consistent with
all prior experimental data for the magnetization, phase
diagram, layer triplet populations, and quantum critical
behavior. Our conclusion that structural modulation creates
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an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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Assuming negligible magnetostriction, these zero-field
parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
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JA
∥ = − 0.480(3) meVJA = 4.275(5) meV

JB = 4.72(1) meV
JC = 4.95(2) meV

JB
∥ = − 0.497(8) meV

JC
∥ = − 0.57(1) meV

an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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Effective transverse tunneling

t0
3D ≈

4J2
⊥

JB − JA

∼ 100 mK

teff
3D(h) = t0

3D + a1h + a2h2 + ⋯

At the quantum
critical point  Hc1

In plane t2D ∼ 3 KSeason
Six
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The dimerized quantum magnet BaCuSi2O6 was proposed as an example of “dimensional reduction”
arising near the magnetic-field-induced quantum critical point (QCP) due to perfect geometrical frustration
of its interbilayer interactions. We demonstrate by high-resolution neutron spectroscopy experiments that
the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic, thereby excluding frustration. We explain the
apparent dimensional reduction by establishing the presence of three magnetically inequivalent bilayers,
with ratios 3∶2∶1, whose differing interaction parameters create an extra field-temperature scaling regime
near the QCP with a nontrivial but nonuniversal exponent. We demonstrate by detailed quantum
Monte Carlo simulations that the magnetic interaction parameters we deduce can account for all the
measured properties of BaCuSi2O6, opening the way to a quantitative understanding of nonuniversal
scaling in any modulated layered system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.177205

A foundation stone of statistical physics is the theory of
classical and quantum criticality [1,2], which states that all
physical properties around a quantum phase transition
(QPT) obey universal scaling laws dependent only on
the dimension of space d and the dynamical exponent z
(the “dimension of time” arising from the dispersionω ∝ kz

of low-energy excitations). The idea that perfectly frus-
trated competing interactions could lead to an effective
reduction of d has been both proposed [3–5] and contested
[6–8] to explain the physics of BaCuSi2O6. This S ¼ 1=2
material, known as Han purple from its use as a pigment in
ancient China [9,10], presents a three-dimensional (3D)
stack of Cu2þ bilayers [Fig. 1(a)] with dominant antiferro-
magnetic (AF) dimerization, significant intrabilayer inter-
actions, and a geometrically exact offset between adjacent
bilayers, but was reported to show 2D scaling exponents
around the field-induced QPT [3]. The discovery of
inequivalent bilayers in BaCuSi2O6 [11,12] raised the
question of whether frustration or structural modulation,
or both, would be required to explain the apparent dimen-
sional reduction [3]; despite intensive investigation
[4,5,7,8,12–16], this issue has yet to be resolved, with
far-reaching implications for any layered material.
While field-driven QPTs from the “quantum disordered”

dimerized state to the field-induced ordered state have

remained a hot topic in quantum magnetism for multiple
reasons (“Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons”) [17],
several recent developments make this the right time to
revisit dimensional reduction in BaCuSi2O6. First, an
ab initio analysis of the magnetic interactions has suggested
that the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic
(FM) [18], which would preclude a frustration scenario.
Second, a systematic structural determination [16] has
confirmed at minimum two inequivalent and alternating
bilayer units. Third, a new generation of time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron spectrometers now allows magnetic exci-
tations in materials such as BaCuSi2O6 to be characterized
with unprecedentedly high resolution and across multiple
Brillouin zones.
In this Letter, we report the results of neutron spectroscopy

experiments performed to determine the full magnetic
Hamiltonian of BaCuSi2O6. We verify that the effective
intrabilayer interaction parameter is FM, establish the pres-
ence of three inequivalent bilayers with number ratios 3∶2∶1
and determine the very weak interbilayer interaction. We
demonstrate by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
that our deduced interactions are completely consistent with
all prior experimental data for the magnetization, phase
diagram, layer triplet populations, and quantum critical
behavior. Our conclusion that structural modulation creates
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an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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J⊥ = − 0.04(1) meV

Assuming negligible magnetostriction, these zero-field
parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
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Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
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which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
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leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
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by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
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thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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JA
∥ = − 0.480(3) meVJA = 4.275(5) meV

JB = 4.72(1) meV
JC = 4.95(2) meV

JB
∥ = − 0.497(8) meV

JC
∥ = − 0.57(1) meV

an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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Effective transverse tunneling

t0
3D ≈

4J2
⊥

JB − JA

∼ 100 mK

teff
3D(h) = t0

3D + a1h + a2h2 + ⋯

At the quantum
critical point  Hc1

In plane t2D ∼ 3 K
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<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lKAc1shF6S+VFPCAZlJlLJS+fyY=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMAEhARw0ikdaOh0xrZDQiZ8hxuNK42f4i/4NxaYDeBJmpycc5p7z/VjzpR2nF8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9iHR08qSiShDRLxSLZ8rChngjY005y2Yklx6HPa9Id3U785olKxSNT1OKbdEPcFCxjB2kiebZfqF3WPnD88p+5lRyQTzy46ZWcGtErcjBQhQ82zfzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbdWLdTbHUjHA6KXQSRWNMhrhP09m+E3RmpB4KImme0GimLuRwqNQ49E0yxHqglr2p+J/XTnRw002ZiBNNBZkPChKOdISm5VGPSUo0HxuCiWRmQ0QGWGKizYkKprq7XHSVNCrl27L7eFWsVrIb5OEETqEELlxDFe6hBg0gMII3+IQv68V6td6tj3k0Z2V/jmEB1vcf9KyN4w==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lKAc1shF6S+VFPCAZlJlLJS+fyY=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMAEhARw0ikdaOh0xrZDQiZ8hxuNK42f4i/4NxaYDeBJmpycc5p7z/VjzpR2nF8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9iHR08qSiShDRLxSLZ8rChngjY005y2Yklx6HPa9Id3U785olKxSNT1OKbdEPcFCxjB2kiebZfqF3WPnD88p+5lRyQTzy46ZWcGtErcjBQhQ82zfzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbdWLdTbHUjHA6KXQSRWNMhrhP09m+E3RmpB4KImme0GimLuRwqNQ49E0yxHqglr2p+J/XTnRw002ZiBNNBZkPChKOdISm5VGPSUo0HxuCiWRmQ0QGWGKizYkKprq7XHSVNCrl27L7eFWsVrIb5OEETqEELlxDFe6hBg0gMII3+IQv68V6td6tj3k0Z2V/jmEB1vcf9KyN4w==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>
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The dimerized quantum magnet BaCuSi2O6 was proposed as an example of “dimensional reduction”
arising near the magnetic-field-induced quantum critical point (QCP) due to perfect geometrical frustration
of its interbilayer interactions. We demonstrate by high-resolution neutron spectroscopy experiments that
the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic, thereby excluding frustration. We explain the
apparent dimensional reduction by establishing the presence of three magnetically inequivalent bilayers,
with ratios 3∶2∶1, whose differing interaction parameters create an extra field-temperature scaling regime
near the QCP with a nontrivial but nonuniversal exponent. We demonstrate by detailed quantum
Monte Carlo simulations that the magnetic interaction parameters we deduce can account for all the
measured properties of BaCuSi2O6, opening the way to a quantitative understanding of nonuniversal
scaling in any modulated layered system.
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A foundation stone of statistical physics is the theory of
classical and quantum criticality [1,2], which states that all
physical properties around a quantum phase transition
(QPT) obey universal scaling laws dependent only on
the dimension of space d and the dynamical exponent z
(the “dimension of time” arising from the dispersionω ∝ kz

of low-energy excitations). The idea that perfectly frus-
trated competing interactions could lead to an effective
reduction of d has been both proposed [3–5] and contested
[6–8] to explain the physics of BaCuSi2O6. This S ¼ 1=2
material, known as Han purple from its use as a pigment in
ancient China [9,10], presents a three-dimensional (3D)
stack of Cu2þ bilayers [Fig. 1(a)] with dominant antiferro-
magnetic (AF) dimerization, significant intrabilayer inter-
actions, and a geometrically exact offset between adjacent
bilayers, but was reported to show 2D scaling exponents
around the field-induced QPT [3]. The discovery of
inequivalent bilayers in BaCuSi2O6 [11,12] raised the
question of whether frustration or structural modulation,
or both, would be required to explain the apparent dimen-
sional reduction [3]; despite intensive investigation
[4,5,7,8,12–16], this issue has yet to be resolved, with
far-reaching implications for any layered material.
While field-driven QPTs from the “quantum disordered”

dimerized state to the field-induced ordered state have

remained a hot topic in quantum magnetism for multiple
reasons (“Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons”) [17],
several recent developments make this the right time to
revisit dimensional reduction in BaCuSi2O6. First, an
ab initio analysis of the magnetic interactions has suggested
that the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic
(FM) [18], which would preclude a frustration scenario.
Second, a systematic structural determination [16] has
confirmed at minimum two inequivalent and alternating
bilayer units. Third, a new generation of time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron spectrometers now allows magnetic exci-
tations in materials such as BaCuSi2O6 to be characterized
with unprecedentedly high resolution and across multiple
Brillouin zones.
In this Letter, we report the results of neutron spectroscopy

experiments performed to determine the full magnetic
Hamiltonian of BaCuSi2O6. We verify that the effective
intrabilayer interaction parameter is FM, establish the pres-
ence of three inequivalent bilayers with number ratios 3∶2∶1
and determine the very weak interbilayer interaction. We
demonstrate by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
that our deduced interactions are completely consistent with
all prior experimental data for the magnetization, phase
diagram, layer triplet populations, and quantum critical
behavior. Our conclusion that structural modulation creates
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an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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Assuming negligible magnetostriction, these zero-field
parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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JA
∥ = − 0.480(3) meVJA = 4.275(5) meV

JB = 4.72(1) meV
JC = 4.95(2) meV

JB
∥ = − 0.497(8) meV

JC
∥ = − 0.57(1) meV

an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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Effective transverse tunneling
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<latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lKAc1shF6S+VFPCAZlJlLJS+fyY=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMAEhARw0ikdaOh0xrZDQiZ8hxuNK42f4i/4NxaYDeBJmpycc5p7z/VjzpR2nF8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9iHR08qSiShDRLxSLZ8rChngjY005y2Yklx6HPa9Id3U785olKxSNT1OKbdEPcFCxjB2kiebZfqF3WPnD88p+5lRyQTzy46ZWcGtErcjBQhQ82zfzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbdWLdTbHUjHA6KXQSRWNMhrhP09m+E3RmpB4KImme0GimLuRwqNQ49E0yxHqglr2p+J/XTnRw002ZiBNNBZkPChKOdISm5VGPSUo0HxuCiWRmQ0QGWGKizYkKprq7XHSVNCrl27L7eFWsVrIb5OEETqEELlxDFe6hBg0gMII3+IQv68V6td6tj3k0Z2V/jmEB1vcf9KyN4w==</latexit>

(T � Tc)L
1/⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lKAc1shF6S+VFPCAZlJlLJS+fyY=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMAEhARw0ikdaOh0xrZDQiZ8hxuNK42f4i/4NxaYDeBJmpycc5p7z/VjzpR2nF8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9iHR08qSiShDRLxSLZ8rChngjY005y2Yklx6HPa9Id3U785olKxSNT1OKbdEPcFCxjB2kiebZfqF3WPnD88p+5lRyQTzy46ZWcGtErcjBQhQ82zfzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbdWLdTbHUjHA6KXQSRWNMhrhP09m+E3RmpB4KImme0GimLuRwqNQ49E0yxHqglr2p+J/XTnRw002ZiBNNBZkPChKOdISm5VGPSUo0HxuCiWRmQ0QGWGKizYkKprq7XHSVNCrl27L7eFWsVrIb5OEETqEELlxDFe6hBg0gMII3+IQv68V6td6tj3k0Z2V/jmEB1vcf9KyN4w==</latexit>

⇢ s
f
⇥

L

<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>

⇢ s
f
⇥

L

<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>

H = 25.75 T
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The dimerized quantum magnet BaCuSi2O6 was proposed as an example of “dimensional reduction”
arising near the magnetic-field-induced quantum critical point (QCP) due to perfect geometrical frustration
of its interbilayer interactions. We demonstrate by high-resolution neutron spectroscopy experiments that
the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic, thereby excluding frustration. We explain the
apparent dimensional reduction by establishing the presence of three magnetically inequivalent bilayers,
with ratios 3∶2∶1, whose differing interaction parameters create an extra field-temperature scaling regime
near the QCP with a nontrivial but nonuniversal exponent. We demonstrate by detailed quantum
Monte Carlo simulations that the magnetic interaction parameters we deduce can account for all the
measured properties of BaCuSi2O6, opening the way to a quantitative understanding of nonuniversal
scaling in any modulated layered system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.177205

A foundation stone of statistical physics is the theory of
classical and quantum criticality [1,2], which states that all
physical properties around a quantum phase transition
(QPT) obey universal scaling laws dependent only on
the dimension of space d and the dynamical exponent z
(the “dimension of time” arising from the dispersionω ∝ kz

of low-energy excitations). The idea that perfectly frus-
trated competing interactions could lead to an effective
reduction of d has been both proposed [3–5] and contested
[6–8] to explain the physics of BaCuSi2O6. This S ¼ 1=2
material, known as Han purple from its use as a pigment in
ancient China [9,10], presents a three-dimensional (3D)
stack of Cu2þ bilayers [Fig. 1(a)] with dominant antiferro-
magnetic (AF) dimerization, significant intrabilayer inter-
actions, and a geometrically exact offset between adjacent
bilayers, but was reported to show 2D scaling exponents
around the field-induced QPT [3]. The discovery of
inequivalent bilayers in BaCuSi2O6 [11,12] raised the
question of whether frustration or structural modulation,
or both, would be required to explain the apparent dimen-
sional reduction [3]; despite intensive investigation
[4,5,7,8,12–16], this issue has yet to be resolved, with
far-reaching implications for any layered material.
While field-driven QPTs from the “quantum disordered”

dimerized state to the field-induced ordered state have

remained a hot topic in quantum magnetism for multiple
reasons (“Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons”) [17],
several recent developments make this the right time to
revisit dimensional reduction in BaCuSi2O6. First, an
ab initio analysis of the magnetic interactions has suggested
that the effective intrabilayer interactions are ferromagnetic
(FM) [18], which would preclude a frustration scenario.
Second, a systematic structural determination [16] has
confirmed at minimum two inequivalent and alternating
bilayer units. Third, a new generation of time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron spectrometers now allows magnetic exci-
tations in materials such as BaCuSi2O6 to be characterized
with unprecedentedly high resolution and across multiple
Brillouin zones.
In this Letter, we report the results of neutron spectroscopy

experiments performed to determine the full magnetic
Hamiltonian of BaCuSi2O6. We verify that the effective
intrabilayer interaction parameter is FM, establish the pres-
ence of three inequivalent bilayers with number ratios 3∶2∶1
and determine the very weak interbilayer interaction. We
demonstrate by quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
that our deduced interactions are completely consistent with
all prior experimental data for the magnetization, phase
diagram, layer triplet populations, and quantum critical
behavior. Our conclusion that structural modulation creates
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an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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3 types of bilayers
A�B�A�B�A�C · · ·
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Assuming negligible magnetostriction, these zero-field
parameters have immediate consequences for the field-
temperature phase diagram and the field-induced QPT.
Based on the initial work of Refs. [43,44], many authors
have discussed their BaCuSi2O6 data [3,11–13] and models
[4,5,7,8,14,15,45] by assuming AF intrabilayer inter-
actions, and hence strong interbilayer frustration, begging
the question of how to understand these measurements
when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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when frustration is entirely absent. To address this issue in a
fully quantitative manner, we perform state-of-the-art
stochastic series expansion QMC simulations [46] of the
six-bilayer (ABABAC) model of Fig. 1 using the interaction
parameters we determine by INS.
We simulate an effective Hamiltonian of hard-core

bosons [47], to reduce the computational cost, on lattices
of size 3L3 up to L ¼ 22 (equivalent to 63 888 spins);
details are presented in Sec. S8 of the SM [23]. We
calculate the temperature TcðHÞ of the field-induced order-
ing transition from the scaled spin stiffness Lðdþz−2ÞρðL; TÞ
[48], obtaining complete quantitative agreement with the
phase boundary measured in Refs. [3,12,43] over the entire
range of field-induced magnetic order [Fig. 4(a)]. Here we
have fixed gk ¼ 2.435 so that the lower critical field is
Hc1 ¼ 23.4 T, matching the best estimate available from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13]. Thus the agree-
ment in Fig. 4(a) is achieved with no adjustable parameters,
which, even in comparison with other well-characterized
quantum magnets [17], is quite remarkable.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the field-induced triplet densities in

all three bilayers at a fixed low temperature of T ¼ 100 mK.
Clearly the A-bilayer density ρA rises rapidly and near
linearly in h ¼ H −Hc1, whereas ρB and ρC rise slowlywith

leading linear and quadratic components, in agreement with
the NMR determination of ρA and ρB [13]. The magnetic
order parameter is determined by the effective triplet
tunneling between the A bilayers teff3DðhÞ, which is limited
by the low triplet densities in the B and C bilayers (whose
individual gaps have not yet closed).At lowdensities, teff3DðhÞ
is proportional to the ratios rBA ¼ ρB=ρA and rCA [14], and
thus close to Hc1 takes the generic form

teff3DðhÞ ¼ teffc þ a1hþ a2h2 þOðh3Þ: ð1Þ

rBA and rCA grow smoothly at H > Hc1 [inset, Fig. 4(b)]
and, crucially, remain finite at H ¼ Hc1, giving a finite teffc
(which is the case for any incomplete frustration [8,13,15]).
Thus, as h → 0, the condensed triplets have a strongly
anisotropic but 3D dispersion and the critical behavior of the
phase boundary is described by the exponent ϕ ¼ z=d ¼
2=3 of a fully 3D QPT.
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FIG. 4. QMC results for the ABABAC model. (a) (H, T) phase
diagram of the field-induced ordered regime, compared with
experimental data from Refs. [3,12,43]. (Inset) Power-law scaling
obtained for ABABAC and AB models (see text) and compared
with the scaling forms of pure 2D (ϕ ¼ 1) and 3D (ϕ ¼ 2=3)
criticality. (b) Triplet populations in the three types of bilayer,
computed for 1536 dimer units and shown as a function of field at
T ¼ 100 mK. (Inset) Population ratios. (c) Effective exponent ϕ
extracted from power-law fits of the QMC data [inset (a)] to a
window of width hwindow.

FIG. 3. Mode energies and intensities. All data other than the
open circles in (c) and (d) are from AMATERAS. Lines show
calculated results; in (a) and (b) the solid blue line represents B,
whereas in (c) and (d) it represents the contribution of Bþ C. The
dashed green line denotes the energy of C calculated in the range
where it was not distinguishable in experiment.
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JA
∥ = − 0.480(3) meVJA = 4.275(5) meV

JB = 4.72(1) meV
JC = 4.95(2) meV

JB
∥ = − 0.497(8) meV

JC
∥ = − 0.57(1) meV

an additional regime of unconventional effective scaling
behavior will have broad applicability in the age of designer
assembly of atomically thin magnetic materials.
The room-temperature crystal structure of BaCuSi2O6 is

tetragonal, but becomes weakly orthorhombic below 90 K
[19–21]. As Fig. 1(a) represents, the stacked “bilayers,”
square lattices of Cu2þ spin dimers, have a relative shift of
ð 12

1
2 Þ in the ab plane [in the minimal unit cell of one

bilayer [9,22], represented in Fig. 1(b)]. The orthorhombic
phase contains at least two structurally distinct bilayer
types [16,19], presumably with different intrabilayer inter-
action parameters, and with a very weak supercell structure
showing incommensurate peaks [12] near Qk ¼ 1=8 [19].
Using the crystallographic unit cell [16,19] [Fig. 1(b)] to
interpret the measured dispersion relations [11] creates an
ambiguity between FM and AF intrabilayer interactions, as
detailed in Sec. S1 of the Supplemental Material (SM) [23],
which we resolve by working in the minimal unit cell.
From the experimental map of the dynamical structure
factor that we obtain over multiple Brillouin zones, we
demonstrate that the minimal magnetic model is that shown
in Fig. 1(a) and deduce the values of all the interaction
parameters.

We have performed high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements on the direct-geometry TOF
spectrometers AMATERAS at the J-PARC neutron source
[37] and LET at ISIS [38]. Respective measurement
temperatures were 0.3 and 1.6 K. On both instruments,
incident neutrons of energy Ei ¼ 9 meV observe the full
band width of the magnetic excitations (3–6 meV at zero
applied field). The triple-axis spectrometers TASP and
EIGER at the SINQ neutron source [39] were used for
further investigation of selected Q⃗ directions, measuring at
1.6 K on both. All experiments used one BaCuSi2O6 single
crystal, of weight 1.01 g, which we discuss in Sec. S2 of the
SM [23].
TOF intensity data for four high-symmetry directions

in Q⃗ space are shown as functions of energy transfer in
Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured
mode energies and Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) their intensities, both
obtained using Gaussian fits for selected Q⃗ points. The
EIGER data integrate over a broad energy range to obtain
high-statistics information for the combinedmode intensities
over an extended jQ⃗j range.Details of data preprocessing and
the Gaussian fitting procedure are presented in Sec. S3 of the
SM [23].
Our results show clearly the presence of three distinct

excitations in large regions of the Brillouin zone [Figs. 2(a),
2(b), 2(d), and 3(a)]. These must result from three different
types of bilayer, and so we label them A, B, and C in
ascending order of energy. This confirms the result of
Ref. [11], but over a much wider jQ⃗j range. Where only two
modes are visible because B and C are close in energy
[Figs. 2(c) and 3(b)], we label the effective composite
mode Bþ C.
We draw attention to three qualitative features of our

data, which all lie beyond the results of Ref. [11]. (i) The
minima of the strongly dispersive modes in Figs. 2(a), 2(b),
and 3(a) give an unambiguous statement about the sign of
the intrabilayer interactions when working in the minimal
unit cell. (ii) Although the interbilayer interaction is very
weak, making the bands in Fig. 2(c) almost flat, it can be
determined from the variation of the intensity with Ql.
(iii) Where this band dispersion becomes Ql independent,
in Fig. 2(d), the data can be used to establish the relative
intensities of the three separate bilayer contributions.
The magnetic excitations of the dimerized S ¼ 1=2

system are “triplon” quasiparticles. To model the triplon
spectrum in BaCuSi2O6, we generalized the method of
Refs. [40,41] as outlined in Sec. S4 of the SM [23]. We
assume that the only magnetic interactions are those of
Fig. 1(a) and, given the weak anisotropies measured in
BaCuSi2O6 [42], that they have purely Heisenberg char-
acter. A quantitative fit of the complete mode energy and
intensity data yields the intradimer interaction parameters
JA ¼ 4.275ð5Þ, JB ¼ 4.72ð1Þ, and JC ¼ 4.95ð2Þ meV,
intrabilayer interactions J0A ¼ −0.480ð3Þ, J0B¼−0.497ð8Þ,
and J0C¼−0.57ð1ÞmeV, and the interbilayer interaction

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
minimal magnetic model for BaCuSi2O6; fJσ ; J0σ ; J00g are Hei-
senberg interactions. The three distinct bilayer types are labeled
A, B, and C. The effective interdimer interaction parameters
within each bilayer (J0σ , edges of colored squares) result from four
pairwise ionic interactions (inset). (b) Top view of the ab plane.
The minimal unit cell, containing one dimer per bilayer [9,22],
has basis vectors fâ0; b̂0; ĉ0g; the crystallographic unit cell, used
in previous scattering studies [11,16,19], has basis fâ; b̂; ĉg and
contains two.
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Effective transverse tunneling

t0
3D ≈

4J2
⊥

JB − JA

∼ 100 mK

teff
3D(h) = t0

3D + a1h + a2h2 + ⋯

At the quantum
critical point  Hc1

In plane t2D ∼ 3 K
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T [K]

<latexit sha1_base64="thFcqe48Ir68x09Gl2WVwhswteA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQI6q7gRnBTobGVJpTJdNoOnTyYuRFKiP/gRnGl+DX+gn/jNO2mrQcGDuec4d5zg0QKjbb9a62tb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjRx2ninGXxTJWnYBqLkXEXRQoeSdRnIaB5O1gfDv1289caRFHLZwk3A/pMBIDwSgayWu9ZJ4Ks+69n+e9StWu2QXIKnHmpNp4ggLNXuXH68csDXmETFKtu46doJ9RhYJJnpe9VPOEsjEd8qzYNCfnRuqTQazMi5AU6kKOhlpPwsAkQ4ojvexNxf+8boqDaz8TUZIij9hs0CCVBGMyrU36QnGGcmIIZUqYDQkbUUUZmuOUTXVnuegqceu1m5rzcFlt1GcngBKcwhlcgANX0IA7aIILDBJ4g0/4ssbWq/Vufcyia9b8zwkswPr+A2/vjfo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="thFcqe48Ir68x09Gl2WVwhswteA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQI6q7gRnBTobGVJpTJdNoOnTyYuRFKiP/gRnGl+DX+gn/jNO2mrQcGDuec4d5zg0QKjbb9a62tb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjRx2ninGXxTJWnYBqLkXEXRQoeSdRnIaB5O1gfDv1289caRFHLZwk3A/pMBIDwSgayWu9ZJ4Ks+69n+e9StWu2QXIKnHmpNp4ggLNXuXH68csDXmETFKtu46doJ9RhYJJnpe9VPOEsjEd8qzYNCfnRuqTQazMi5AU6kKOhlpPwsAkQ4ojvexNxf+8boqDaz8TUZIij9hs0CCVBGMyrU36QnGGcmIIZUqYDQkbUUUZmuOUTXVnuegqceu1m5rzcFlt1GcngBKcwhlcgANX0IA7aIILDBJ4g0/4ssbWq/Vufcyia9b8zwkswPr+A2/vjfo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="thFcqe48Ir68x09Gl2WVwhswteA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQI6q7gRnBTobGVJpTJdNoOnTyYuRFKiP/gRnGl+DX+gn/jNO2mrQcGDuec4d5zg0QKjbb9a62tb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjRx2ninGXxTJWnYBqLkXEXRQoeSdRnIaB5O1gfDv1289caRFHLZwk3A/pMBIDwSgayWu9ZJ4Ks+69n+e9StWu2QXIKnHmpNp4ggLNXuXH68csDXmETFKtu46doJ9RhYJJnpe9VPOEsjEd8qzYNCfnRuqTQazMi5AU6kKOhlpPwsAkQ4ojvexNxf+8boqDaz8TUZIij9hs0CCVBGMyrU36QnGGcmIIZUqYDQkbUUUZmuOUTXVnuegqceu1m5rzcFlt1GcngBKcwhlcgANX0IA7aIILDBJ4g0/4ssbWq/Vufcyia9b8zwkswPr+A2/vjfo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="thFcqe48Ir68x09Gl2WVwhswteA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQI6q7gRnBTobGVJpTJdNoOnTyYuRFKiP/gRnGl+DX+gn/jNO2mrQcGDuec4d5zg0QKjbb9a62tb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjRx2ninGXxTJWnYBqLkXEXRQoeSdRnIaB5O1gfDv1289caRFHLZwk3A/pMBIDwSgayWu9ZJ4Ks+69n+e9StWu2QXIKnHmpNp4ggLNXuXH68csDXmETFKtu46doJ9RhYJJnpe9VPOEsjEd8qzYNCfnRuqTQazMi5AU6kKOhlpPwsAkQ4ojvexNxf+8boqDaz8TUZIij9hs0CCVBGMyrU36QnGGcmIIZUqYDQkbUUUZmuOUTXVnuegqceu1m5rzcFlt1GcngBKcwhlcgANX0IA7aIILDBJ4g0/4ssbWq/Vufcyia9b8zwkswPr+A2/vjfo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9QdcbCZ1uWXW4XEImsvHoiGQXGE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRFUHcFN4KbCo0tNKFMppN26OTBzI1QQv0HN4orxa/xF/wbp202bT0wcDjnDPeeG6RSaLTtX6u0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9PnnSSKcZdlshEdQOquRQxd1Gg5N1UcRoFkneC8d3M7zxzpUUSt3GScj+iw1iEglE0ktd+yT0V5b0HfzrtV2t23Z6DrBOnIDUo0OpXf7xBwrKIx8gk1brn2Cn6OVUomOTTipdpnlI2pkOezzedkgsjDUiYKPNiJHN1KUcjrSdRYJIRxZFe9Wbif14vw/DGz0WcZshjthgUZpJgQma1yUAozlBODKFMCbMhYSOqKENznIqp7qwWXSduo35bdx6vas1GcYMynME5XIID19CEe2iBCwxSeINP+LLG1qv1bn0soiWr+HMKS7C+/wCm0I1h</latexit>

⇢ s
f
⇥

L

<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>

⇢ s
f
⇥

L

<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>

(T � Tc)L
1/⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lKAc1shF6S+VFPCAZlJlLJS+fyY=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMAEhARw0ikdaOh0xrZDQiZ8hxuNK42f4i/4NxaYDeBJmpycc5p7z/VjzpR2nF8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9iHR08qSiShDRLxSLZ8rChngjY005y2Yklx6HPa9Id3U785olKxSNT1OKbdEPcFCxjB2kiebZfqF3WPnD88p+5lRyQTzy46ZWcGtErcjBQhQ82zfzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbdWLdTbHUjHA6KXQSRWNMhrhP09m+E3RmpB4KImme0GimLuRwqNQ49E0yxHqglr2p+J/XTnRw002ZiBNNBZkPChKOdISm5VGPSUo0HxuCiWRmQ0QGWGKizYkKprq7XHSVNCrl27L7eFWsVrIb5OEETqEELlxDFe6hBg0gMII3+IQv68V6td6tj3k0Z2V/jmEB1vcf9KyN4w==</latexit>

(T � Tc)L
1/⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7tfT4d3XrsqyQ/qPLIB3B6FQyA=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMCEEQzgpFMKNHQ6Y9shIRO+w43GlcZP8Rf8G8vABvQkTU7OOc295wYxZ0o7zo+VW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd29+z9gwcVJZJQj0Q8ks0AK8qZoJ5mmtNmLCkOA04bwfBm6jdGVCoWiboex7QT4r5gPUawNpJv26X6Wd0np3dPqXveFsnEt4tO2cmA/hJ3TorVR8hQ8+3vdjciSUiFJhwr1XKdWHdSLDUjnE4K7UTRGJMh7tM023eCTozURb1Imic0ytSFHA6VGoeBSYZYD9SyNxX/81qJ7l11UibiRFNBZoN6CUc6QtPyqMskJZqPDcFEMrMhIgMsMdHmRAVT3V0u+pd4lfJ12b2/KFYrsxNAHo7gGErgwiVU4RZq4AGBEbzCB3xaz9aL9Wa9z6I5a/7nEBZgff0CvcuOfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lKAc1shF6S+VFPCAZlJlLJS+fyY=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXqEs3jcQEF+IMMVF3JG5cuMAEhARw0ikdaOh0xrZDQiZ8hxuNK42f4i/4NxaYDeBJmpycc5p7z/VjzpR2nF8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9iHR08qSiShDRLxSLZ8rChngjY005y2Yklx6HPa9Id3U785olKxSNT1OKbdEPcFCxjB2kiebZfqF3WPnD88p+5lRyQTzy46ZWcGtErcjBQhQ82zfzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbdWLdTbHUjHA6KXQSRWNMhrhP09m+E3RmpB4KImme0GimLuRwqNQ49E0yxHqglr2p+J/XTnRw002ZiBNNBZkPChKOdISm5VGPSUo0HxuCiWRmQ0QGWGKizYkKprq7XHSVNCrl27L7eFWsVrIb5OEETqEELlxDFe6hBg0gMII3+IQv68V6td6tj3k0Z2V/jmEB1vcf9KyN4w==</latexit>

⇢ s
f
⇥

L

<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>

⇢ s
f
⇥

L

<latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsfd88oPiTvLw/pUKBkhagdijSg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCqzJTBHVXcOPCRQXHVjqlZNJMG5pMhiRTKEP/xI3iSvE//AX/xnTaTVsPBA7nnHDvPVHKmTae9+usrW9sbm2Xdsq7e/sHh+7R8bOWmSI0IJJL1YqwppwlNDDMcNpKFcUi4rQZDe+mfnNElWYyeTLjlHYE7icsZgQbK3Xd01ANZDcPlUA6noSGCarRQ9eteFWvAFol/pxU6i9QoNF1f8KeJJmgiSEca932vdR0cqwMI5xOymGmaYrJEPdpXiw9QRdW6qFYKvsSgwp1IYeF1mMR2aTAZqCXvan4n9fOTHzTyVmSZoYmZDYozjgyEk0bQD2mKDF8bAkmitkNERlghYmxPZXt6f7yoaskqFVvq/7jVaVem1UAJTiDc7gEH66hDvfQgAAI5PAGn/DljJxX5935mEXXnPmfE1iA8/0H/gCRnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WHClFON4mik9K5yFiHSPOef8rdY=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+quLKTbAIrspMEdRdwY0LFxUcW+iUIZNm2tBkMiSZQhn6J24UV4r/4S/4N6btbNp6IHA454R774lSzrRx3V+ntLG5tb1T3q3s7R8cHlWPT160zBShPpFcqk6ENeUsob5hhtNOqigWEaftaHQ/89tjqjSTybOZpLQn8CBhMSPYWCmsngVqKMM8UALpeBoYJqhGj2G15tbdOdA68QpSgwKtsPoT9CXJBE0M4VjrruemppdjZRjhdFoJMk1TTEZ4QPP50lN0aaU+iqWyLzFori7lsNB6IiKbFNgM9ao3E//zupmJb3s5S9LM0IQsBsUZR0aiWQOozxQlhk8swUQxuyEiQ6wwMbanij3dWz10nfiN+l3de7quNRtFB2U4hwu4Ag9uoAkP0AIfCOTwBp/w5YydV+fd+VhES07x5xSW4Hz/ATTwkQY=</latexit>

H = 25.75 T

<latexit sha1_base64="vtcfFEmrY85IT5XlygwpoGtY3/I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyEplupCKLjpskJjK20pk+mkHTp5MDMRSqif4UZxpfgr/oJ/4yTtpq0HBg7nnOHec72YM6ls+9cobG3v7O4V90sHh0fHZfPk9FFGiSDUJRGPRNfDknIWUlcxxWk3FhQHHqcdb3qf+Z1nKiSLwraaxXQQ4HHIfEaw0tLQLDfvqjWrXntJ+yJA7fnQrNiWnQNtEmdJKo0nyNEamj/9UUSSgIaKcCxlz7FjNUixUIxwOi/1E0ljTKZ4TNN83Tm61NII+ZHQL1QoV1dyOJByFng6GWA1keteJv7n9RLl3wxSFsaJoiFZDPITjlSEsu5oxAQlis80wUQwvSEiEywwUfpCJV3dWS+6SdyqdWs5D9eVRnVxAijCOVzAFThQhwY0oQUuEEjgDT7hy4iNV+Pd+FhEC8byzxmswPj+A9lxjfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vtcfFEmrY85IT5XlygwpoGtY3/I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyEplupCKLjpskJjK20pk+mkHTp5MDMRSqif4UZxpfgr/oJ/4yTtpq0HBg7nnOHec72YM6ls+9cobG3v7O4V90sHh0fHZfPk9FFGiSDUJRGPRNfDknIWUlcxxWk3FhQHHqcdb3qf+Z1nKiSLwraaxXQQ4HHIfEaw0tLQLDfvqjWrXntJ+yJA7fnQrNiWnQNtEmdJKo0nyNEamj/9UUSSgIaKcCxlz7FjNUixUIxwOi/1E0ljTKZ4TNN83Tm61NII+ZHQL1QoV1dyOJByFng6GWA1keteJv7n9RLl3wxSFsaJoiFZDPITjlSEsu5oxAQlis80wUQwvSEiEywwUfpCJV3dWS+6SdyqdWs5D9eVRnVxAijCOVzAFThQhwY0oQUuEEjgDT7hy4iNV+Pd+FhEC8byzxmswPj+A9lxjfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vtcfFEmrY85IT5XlygwpoGtY3/I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyEplupCKLjpskJjK20pk+mkHTp5MDMRSqif4UZxpfgr/oJ/4yTtpq0HBg7nnOHec72YM6ls+9cobG3v7O4V90sHh0fHZfPk9FFGiSDUJRGPRNfDknIWUlcxxWk3FhQHHqcdb3qf+Z1nKiSLwraaxXQQ4HHIfEaw0tLQLDfvqjWrXntJ+yJA7fnQrNiWnQNtEmdJKo0nyNEamj/9UUSSgIaKcCxlz7FjNUixUIxwOi/1E0ljTKZ4TNN83Tm61NII+ZHQL1QoV1dyOJByFng6GWA1keteJv7n9RLl3wxSFsaJoiFZDPITjlSEsu5oxAQlis80wUQwvSEiEywwUfpCJV3dWS+6SdyqdWs5D9eVRnVxAijCOVzAFThQhwY0oQUuEEjgDT7hy4iNV+Pd+FhEC8byzxmswPj+A9lxjfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vtcfFEmrY85IT5XlygwpoGtY3/I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyEplupCKLjpskJjK20pk+mkHTp5MDMRSqif4UZxpfgr/oJ/4yTtpq0HBg7nnOHec72YM6ls+9cobG3v7O4V90sHh0fHZfPk9FFGiSDUJRGPRNfDknIWUlcxxWk3FhQHHqcdb3qf+Z1nKiSLwraaxXQQ4HHIfEaw0tLQLDfvqjWrXntJ+yJA7fnQrNiWnQNtEmdJKo0nyNEamj/9UUSSgIaKcCxlz7FjNUixUIxwOi/1E0ljTKZ4TNN83Tm61NII+ZHQL1QoV1dyOJByFng6GWA1keteJv7n9RLl3wxSFsaJoiFZDPITjlSEsu5oxAQlis80wUQwvSEiEywwUfpCJV3dWS+6SdyqdWs5D9eVRnVxAijCOVzAFThQhwY0oQUuEEjgDT7hy4iNV+Pd+FhEC8byzxmswPj+A9lxjfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fskb9OcpJwmPc8mrhjhDrzxK1Q8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgKiTFUl0IBTddVmhsoS1lMp20QyfJMDMRSqif4UZxpfgr/oJ/47TNpq0HBg7nnOHecwPBmdKu+2ttbe/s7u0XDoqHR8cnJfv07EklqSTUJwlPZCfAinIWU18zzWlHSIqjgNN2MHmY++1nKhVL4paeCtqP8ChmISNYG2lglxr3lapTq75kPRmh1mxgl13HXQBtEi8nZcjRHNg/vWFC0ojGmnCsVNdzhe5nWGpGOJ0Ve6miApMJHtFsse4MXRlpiMJEmhdrtFBXcjhSahoFJhlhPVbr3lz8z+umOrztZywWqaYxWQ4KU450gubd0ZBJSjSfGoKJZGZDRMZYYqLNhYqmurdedJP4FefO8R5vyvVKfoMCXMAlXIMHNahDA5rgA4EU3uATvixhvVrv1scyumXlf85hBdb3HxBhjVs=</latexit>

H = 23.474 T
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.

1Geballe Laboratory for Advanced Materials and Department of Applied Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305, USA. 2NHMFL, MS-E536, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, 3Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA. 4National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee, Florida 32310,
USA. 5Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8581, Japan.
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Tc ∼ (H − Hc)ϕ

End of the   crisis?ϕ
Allenspach et al. PRL 124, 177205 (2020)

We expect
 ϕ = 2/D = 2/3
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critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Revealing three-dimensional quantum criticality by Sr substitution in Han purple
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Classical and quantum phase transitions (QPTs), with their accompanying concepts of criticality and uni-
versality, are a cornerstone of statistical thermodynamics. An excellent example of a controlled QPT is the
field-induced ordering of a gapped quantum magnet. Although numerous “quasi-one-dimensional” coupled
spin-chain and -ladder materials are known whose ordering transition is three-dimensional (3D), quasi-two-
dimensional (2D) systems are special for multiple reasons. Motivated by the ancient pigment Han purple
(BaCuSi2O6), a quasi-2D material displaying anomalous critical properties, we present a complete analysis of
Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6. We measure the zero-field magnetic excitations by neutron spectroscopy and deduce the
spin Hamiltonian. We probe the field-induced transition by combining magnetization, specific-heat, torque, and
magnetocalorimetric measurements with nuclear magnetic resonance studies near the QPT. With a Bayesian
statistical analysis and large-scale Quantum Monte Carlo simulations, we demonstrate unambiguously that ob-
servable 3D quantum critical scaling is restored by the structural simplification arising from light Sr substitution
in Han purple.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.023177

I. INTRODUCTION

At a continuous classical or quantum phase transition
(QPT), characteristic energy scales vanish, characteristic
(“correlation”) lengths diverge, and hence the properties of
the system are dictated only by global and scale-invariant
quantities [1]. The critical properties at the transition then

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s)
and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.

depend only on factors such as the dimensionality of the sys-
tem, the symmetry group of the order parameter, and in some
cases on topological criteria. These fundamental factors are
not all independent, but are all discrete, and as a result phase
transitions can be categorized by their “universality class.”

An instructive example of the effects of dimensionality is
found for systems where the U(1) symmetry of the order pa-
rameter is broken [2]. For free bosons, the symmetry-broken
phase is the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [3,4] and, while
most familiar in three dimensions, this transition can in fact be
found in systems whose effective dimension is any real num-
ber d > 2. However, strictly in two dimensions the physics
is quite different, dependent on the binding of point vortices,
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FIG. 1. Structure and inelastic neutron spectrum of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6: (a) Tetragonal crystallographic structure of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6

[55]. (b) Representation of the minimal magnetic unit cell, indicating the relevant Heisenberg interaction parameters between dimers on
the two bilayers, which are structurally equivalent with body-centered geometry. (â, b̂, ĉ) and (â′, b̂′, ĉ′) denote respectively the axes of the
crystallographic and minimal magnetic unit cells [54]. Dotted gray lines indicate the correspondence between Cu2+ ion positions in the two
cells. (c, d) Neutron scattering spectra measured on CAMEA at 1.5 K for two high-symmetry "Q-space directions; "Q is indexed in reciprocal
lattice units (r.l.u.) of the crystallographic unit cell. (e, f) Spectra modeled using the interaction parameters and line widths extracted from the
data collected on both CAMEA and TASP (Fig. 2).

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Crystal growth

Single-crystal growth of BaCuSi2O6 poses a challenge be-
cause the starting CuO component decays before the reagents
and compound melt. This decay has been suppressed by in-
creasing the oxygen partial pressure in optical floating-zone
growth [43] and by using oxygen-donating LiBO2 flux [45].
However, the latter method cannot be applied to the substi-
tuted system, Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6, because the metaborate flux
reacts with the SrO reagent [56]. Thus two methods were
employed to grow the single crystals used in the present
work. All of the high-field experiments were performed us-
ing small single crystals (sizes of order 10 mg) grown from
the congruent melt in a tube furnace with an oxygen flow
at a pressure under 1 bar [56]. The INS experiments were
performed using one rod-shaped single crystal of mass 1.3 g
grown by a floating-zone method. While this method was
developed [57] for BaCuSi2O6, it could not be applied directly
to Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 because large oxygen bubbles from the
reduction of CuO disconnected the two rods and terminated
the crystal growth. In this sense, obtaining several gram-sized
single crystals of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 constituted a significant
achievement, made possible by using one single-crystalline
seed in a mixed argon/oxygen atmosphere to reduce the sizes
of the disruptive oxygen bubbles.

B. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements

INS measurements at zero applied magnetic field were
performed on the triple-axis spectrometers TASP and on the
multiplexing triple-axis spectrometer CAMEA [58,59], both
at the SINQ neutron source [60] at the Paul Scherrer Institute.
INS probes the dynamical magnetic structure factor, S( "Q,ω),
which is the spatial and temporal Fourier transform of the
spin-spin correlation function, allowing direct access to the
magnetic excitation spectrum as a function of the energy (h̄ω)
and momentum ( "Q) transfer of the scattered neutrons [61]. On
TASP, a temperature of 1.5 K was used and the final neutron
energy was fixed to 3.5 meV. The instrumental parameters of
a previous study of BaCuSi2O6 [54] were selected to optimize
the energy resolution. On CAMEA, a temperature of 1.5 K
was used and sequential measurements at fixed incident neu-
tron energies of 7.5 and 9 meV were combined to obtain a
map of the spectrum over multiple Brillouin zones and over
an energy range from 2.5 to 5.5 meV. For both measurements,
the rod-shaped single crystal was aligned with (h 0 l) in the
scattering plane [notation from the crystallographic unit cell,
Fig. 1(c)] [55].

The CAMEA data shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(f) were extracted
from the raw measured intensities using the software MJOL-
NIR [62], which corrects these intensities using measurements
on a standard vanadium sample. The two data sets shown in
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FIG. 1. Structure and inelastic neutron spectrum of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6: (a) Tetragonal crystallographic structure of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6

[55]. (b) Representation of the minimal magnetic unit cell, indicating the relevant Heisenberg interaction parameters between dimers on
the two bilayers, which are structurally equivalent with body-centered geometry. (â, b̂, ĉ) and (â′, b̂′, ĉ′) denote respectively the axes of the
crystallographic and minimal magnetic unit cells [54]. Dotted gray lines indicate the correspondence between Cu2+ ion positions in the two
cells. (c, d) Neutron scattering spectra measured on CAMEA at 1.5 K for two high-symmetry "Q-space directions; "Q is indexed in reciprocal
lattice units (r.l.u.) of the crystallographic unit cell. (e, f) Spectra modeled using the interaction parameters and line widths extracted from the
data collected on both CAMEA and TASP (Fig. 2).

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Crystal growth

Single-crystal growth of BaCuSi2O6 poses a challenge be-
cause the starting CuO component decays before the reagents
and compound melt. This decay has been suppressed by in-
creasing the oxygen partial pressure in optical floating-zone
growth [43] and by using oxygen-donating LiBO2 flux [45].
However, the latter method cannot be applied to the substi-
tuted system, Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6, because the metaborate flux
reacts with the SrO reagent [56]. Thus two methods were
employed to grow the single crystals used in the present
work. All of the high-field experiments were performed us-
ing small single crystals (sizes of order 10 mg) grown from
the congruent melt in a tube furnace with an oxygen flow
at a pressure under 1 bar [56]. The INS experiments were
performed using one rod-shaped single crystal of mass 1.3 g
grown by a floating-zone method. While this method was
developed [57] for BaCuSi2O6, it could not be applied directly
to Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 because large oxygen bubbles from the
reduction of CuO disconnected the two rods and terminated
the crystal growth. In this sense, obtaining several gram-sized
single crystals of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 constituted a significant
achievement, made possible by using one single-crystalline
seed in a mixed argon/oxygen atmosphere to reduce the sizes
of the disruptive oxygen bubbles.

B. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements

INS measurements at zero applied magnetic field were
performed on the triple-axis spectrometers TASP and on the
multiplexing triple-axis spectrometer CAMEA [58,59], both
at the SINQ neutron source [60] at the Paul Scherrer Institute.
INS probes the dynamical magnetic structure factor, S( "Q,ω),
which is the spatial and temporal Fourier transform of the
spin-spin correlation function, allowing direct access to the
magnetic excitation spectrum as a function of the energy (h̄ω)
and momentum ( "Q) transfer of the scattered neutrons [61]. On
TASP, a temperature of 1.5 K was used and the final neutron
energy was fixed to 3.5 meV. The instrumental parameters of
a previous study of BaCuSi2O6 [54] were selected to optimize
the energy resolution. On CAMEA, a temperature of 1.5 K
was used and sequential measurements at fixed incident neu-
tron energies of 7.5 and 9 meV were combined to obtain a
map of the spectrum over multiple Brillouin zones and over
an energy range from 2.5 to 5.5 meV. For both measurements,
the rod-shaped single crystal was aligned with (h 0 l) in the
scattering plane [notation from the crystallographic unit cell,
Fig. 1(c)] [55].

The CAMEA data shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(f) were extracted
from the raw measured intensities using the software MJOL-
NIR [62], which corrects these intensities using measurements
on a standard vanadium sample. The two data sets shown in
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Dimensional reduction at a quantum critical point
S. E. Sebastian1, N. Harrison2, C. D. Batista3, L. Balicas4, M. Jaime2, P. A. Sharma2, N. Kawashima5 & I. R. Fisher1

Competition between electronic ground states near a quantum
critical point1,2 (QCP)—the location of a zero-temperature phase
transition driven solely by quantum-mechanical fluctuations—is
expected to lead to unconventional behaviour in low-dimensional
systems3. New electronic phases of matter have been predicted to
occur in the vicinity of a QCP by two-dimensional theories3–8, and
explanations based on these ideas have been proposed for signifi-
cant unsolved problems in condensed-matter physics, such as
non-Fermi-liquid behaviour and high-temperature superconduc-
tivity. But the realmaterials towhich these ideas have been applied
are usually rendered three-dimensional by a finite electronic
coupling between their component layers; a two-dimensional
QCP has not been experimentally observed in any bulk three-
dimensional system, and mechanisms for dimensional reduction
have remained the subject of theoretical conjecture9–11. Here we
show evidence that the Bose–Einstein condensate of spin triplets
in the three-dimensional Mott insulator BaCuSi2O6 (refs 12–16)
provides an experimentally verifiable example of dimensional
reduction at a QCP. The interplay of correlations on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice causes the individual two-dimensional
layers of spin-12 Cu

21 pairs (spin dimers) to become decoupled at
the QCP, giving rise to a two-dimensional QCP characterized
by linear power law scaling distinctly different from that of its
three-dimensional counterpart. Thus the very notion of dimen-
sionality can be said to acquire an ‘emergent’ nature: although the
individual particles move on a three-dimensional lattice, their
collective behaviour occurs in lower-dimensional space.
BaCuSi2O6 is a spin dimer system whose highly symmetric crystal

structure17,18 (Fig. 1 inset) gives it unique advantages for tackling the
fundamental role of dimensionality in the field of quantum criti-
cality. The material consists of layers of spin dimers arranged
vertically on an essentially square lattice in which exchange inter-
actions are rotationally invariant around the crystalline c axis—
providing the ideal conditions for Bose–Einstein condensation.
However, the dimer plaquettes are staggered between consecutive
layers, as shown in Fig. 1 inset. This leads to geometrical frustration
of the inter-layer antiferromagnetic interaction, J f (that is, the
antiparallel arrangement of spins within and between layers conflict).
In zero magnetic field, each spin dimer has a singlet (spin s ¼ 0)

ground state comprising s ¼ 1
2 Cu2þ ions paired by an antiferro-

magnetic coupling constant J ¼ 4.45meV (refs 12, 13, 19), with three
degenerate triplet excited levels (s ¼ 1, s z ¼ 1, 0, 21). Hence the
ground state of the system is a quantum paramagnet consisting of a
direct product of singlets, while the single triplet excitations become
dispersive owing to the moderate intra-layer coupling J 0 ¼ 0.51
meV ,, J (refs 12, 13), but remain gapped. The effect of a magnetic
field is to Zeeman-split the triplet bands in a linear fashion, closing
the gap between the singlet level and the lowest energy s z ¼ 1 triplet
excitation (at wavevector kx ¼ ky ¼ p) at a critical magnetic field
H c1, which leads to an ordered state with a precisely field-tunable
concentration (or density) r ; m z ; ks zl of triplets aboveH c1 (here

mz is the uniform magnetization and ks zl is the expectation value
of s z).
Figure 1 shows the measured phase boundary separating the

quantum paramagnetic phase from the magnetically ordered state.
Ordering transitions are measured by torque magnetometry13 in
static magnetic fields of up to 28 T in the temperature range 30mK to
1K in a dilution refrigerator in the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, Tallahassee. A finite torque is obtained by incliningH at a
small (,108) angle to the crystalline c axis, from which m z ; r is
extracted (see below).
We extract the critical scaling behaviour from the phase boundary

in Fig.1 to determine the universality class of the QCP. Figure 2 shows
the experimental value of the critical exponent n determined from
fitting points on the phase boundary in a sliding window. The
exponent n characterizes the power law1,13 relating the ordering
temperature to the proximity to the critical magnetic field H c1:
T c / (H 2 H c1)

n. As the temperature is lowered, the system enters
the region of universal behaviour (bright yellow shading). The value
of n tends to 2

3 in this region as T tends to 0.5 K from above
(Twin < 0.9 K), consistent with previous measurements13. However,

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Experimentally obtained phase boundary of BaCuSi2O6. The
phase transition to the magnetically ordered state is shown over the entire
temperature range (error bars are smaller than the symbol size); the shading
varies radially from dark to light, reflecting the reduction in dimensionality
near the QCP. Experimental data obtained from torque magnetometry in a
dilution refrigerator are in yellow, previous experimental data from ref. 13
are in red (torque magnetometry and magnetocaloric effect in a 3He
refrigerator) and blue (specific heat in a 4He cryostat). The inset shows a
schematic diagram representing the body-centred tetragonal BaCuSi2O6

crystal lattice (the lattice exhibits a subtle incommensurate distortion below
85K, ref. 18), dimers formed fromCu2þs ¼ 1

2 spins are shown as dumb-bells.
It is apparent that this lattice structure leads to geometrical frustration. J is
the intra-dimer antiferromagnetic interaction, J 0 the antiferromagnetic
interaction between in-plane dimers, and J f the inter-layer
antiferromagnetic interaction that leads to geometric frustration.
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Tc ∼ (H − Hc)ϕ

End of the   crisis?ϕ
Allenspach et al. PRL 124, 177205 (2020)

We expect
 ϕ = 2/D = 2/3
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FIG. 4. NMR measurements in the critical regime: (a, b) 29Si NMR spectra measured for a range of field values around the corresponding
value of Hc(T ) at 120 mK (a) and 412 mK (b). The spectra show a splitting from a single, sharp peak (blue) in the quantum disordered phase
at H < Hc(T ) to two generally broader peaks (red and green) in the magnetically ordered phase at H > Hc(T ). The measured intensities were
modeled as the sum (gray) of the single or double peak(s) and a weak, constant contribution. The double peaks were modeled by a simultaneous
fitting procedure in all panels other than the highest four fields shown at 120 mK (a), where individual peak fits were used. (c) Splitting of
peaks in the NMR spectra. Solid lines show splitting functions deduced from simultaneous fits to all spectra measured at the same temperature,
and crosses mark the field values at which data were taken. (d) Low-field phase boundary of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 extracted from the NMR
peak-splitting data (blue and white circles). Orange and white squares show the phase boundary obtained from QMC simulations. Blue and
orange lines show the optimal fit to the phase boundary based on each set of points, obtained from the mean of the posterior distribution
determined by a Bayesian inference procedure based on Eq. (1). The blue and orange shaded areas represent the estimated uncertainties in the
form of the 68% (dark) and 95% (light shading) credible intervals (CIs). NMR and QMC data points marked by white circles and squares are
those excluded from the statistical analysis of the quantum critical properties. Inset: NMR peak-splitting measured up to 25 T at T = 120 mK
(blue circles) juxtaposed with the magnetic order parameter, m⊥(T ), obtained from QMC simulations.

magnetostriction effects are negligible, a result also found in
BaCuSi2O6. We also performed QMC simulations to deter-
mine the order parameter at low temperatures for fields well
inside the magnetically ordered regime, and in the inset of
Fig. 4(d) these are shown for a temperature corresponding to
120 mK. By matching the field-induced ordered moment in
Bohr magnetons to the peak-splitting measured in MHz over

this field range, we obtain the hyperfine coupling constant as
noted above.

V. CRITICAL EXPONENT

From the statistical mechanics of classical phase tran-
sitions, the field-temperature phase boundary should be
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FIG. 5. Analysis of the critical exponent: (a–c) Posterior probability distributions of the parameters in the model of Eq. (1) for the field-
temperature phase boundary. The input for the analysis is the set, DNMR, of six blue NMR data points up to Tmax = 412 mK in Fig. 4(d).
The marginal posterior distributions, p(θi|D), for each of the model parameters θi ≡ α (a), φ (b), and Hc1 (c), are visualized as histograms of
samples drawn from the posterior distribution together with their mean (blue lines), 68%, and 95% CI boundaries. (d) Posterior distribution
shown by projection to φ and Hc1 (i.e., integrating over α), which illustrates the strong negative correlation between the two parameters. (e)
Phase-boundary points of Fig. 4(d) shown on logarithmic axes. The gradients of both sets of points correspond to the critical exponent, φ. For
comparison we indicate the cases φ = 1 (dotted) and φ = 2/3 (dashed lines). (f) Evolution of φ as a function of the maximal temperature,
Tmax, up to which phase-boundary data points are included. Horizontal lines show the mean and shaded boxes the 68% and 95% CIs of the
marginal distribution of φ deduced by including only points below Tmax; the 95% CIs for Tmax = 264 mK lie at 0.465 and 0.923. The NMR
symbols were obtained by including 5, 6, . . . , 10 of the data points shown in Fig. 4(d) and panel (e), the QMC symbols by including between
8 and 30 data points.

circumstances, the windowing fit was introduced [76] to dis-
cern the trend of the data towards a critical value at the
QCP when the width of the critical regime may be arbi-
trarily small, and has been applied [45,54] for the analysis
of BaCuSi2O6 data. To investigate this issue, we performed
an effective windowing analysis by applying the Bayesian
inference procedure using 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, and 5 NMR data
points, and the results for the fitted exponents are shown as
the blue symbols in Fig. 5(f). The horizontal lines show the
mean and the heights of the shaded boxes show the 68% and
95% CIs of the marginal posterior distribution of φ for each
case. We observe that the estimated mean value of φ is almost
exactly 2/3 for the three narrowest windows, but then dips on
inclusion of the 8th data point and recovers slightly towards
2/3 when the 9th and 10th points are considered. However,
by a criterion that the mean φ should include 2/3 within the

68% CI, all of these windows are consistent with 3D critical
scaling.

For further insight as to whether it is realistic to ascribe
this behavior in its entirety to quantum critical physics, we
perform the same type of analysis using our QMC data. While
QMC studies of 3D models have revealed quantum critical
regimes with relative widths on the order of 10%–20% of the
control parameter [76,84], simulations of quasi-1D models
have struggled to reach such a regime. Our QMC results,
which have better data coverage and much narrower CIs,
can be expected to reflect the physics of quasi-2D bosons
at the energy scales of their interlayer coupling. The data in
Fig. 5(f) show a systematic and near-monotonic evolution best
described as the estimated φ converging to 2/3 from below as
the number of data points is reduced. If one defines Tmax as the
highest temperature at which φ has converged to 2/3 within
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Classical and quantum phase transitions (QPTs), with their accompanying concepts of criticality and uni-
versality, are a cornerstone of statistical thermodynamics. An excellent example of a controlled QPT is the
field-induced ordering of a gapped quantum magnet. Although numerous “quasi-one-dimensional” coupled
spin-chain and -ladder materials are known whose ordering transition is three-dimensional (3D), quasi-two-
dimensional (2D) systems are special for multiple reasons. Motivated by the ancient pigment Han purple
(BaCuSi2O6), a quasi-2D material displaying anomalous critical properties, we present a complete analysis of
Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6. We measure the zero-field magnetic excitations by neutron spectroscopy and deduce the
spin Hamiltonian. We probe the field-induced transition by combining magnetization, specific-heat, torque, and
magnetocalorimetric measurements with nuclear magnetic resonance studies near the QPT. With a Bayesian
statistical analysis and large-scale Quantum Monte Carlo simulations, we demonstrate unambiguously that ob-
servable 3D quantum critical scaling is restored by the structural simplification arising from light Sr substitution
in Han purple.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.023177

I. INTRODUCTION

At a continuous classical or quantum phase transition
(QPT), characteristic energy scales vanish, characteristic
(“correlation”) lengths diverge, and hence the properties of
the system are dictated only by global and scale-invariant
quantities [1]. The critical properties at the transition then

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s)
and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.

depend only on factors such as the dimensionality of the sys-
tem, the symmetry group of the order parameter, and in some
cases on topological criteria. These fundamental factors are
not all independent, but are all discrete, and as a result phase
transitions can be categorized by their “universality class.”

An instructive example of the effects of dimensionality is
found for systems where the U(1) symmetry of the order pa-
rameter is broken [2]. For free bosons, the symmetry-broken
phase is the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [3,4] and, while
most familiar in three dimensions, this transition can in fact be
found in systems whose effective dimension is any real num-
ber d > 2. However, strictly in two dimensions the physics
is quite different, dependent on the binding of point vortices,

2643-1564/2021/3(2)/023177(18) 023177-1 Published by the American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Structure and inelastic neutron spectrum of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6: (a) Tetragonal crystallographic structure of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6

[55]. (b) Representation of the minimal magnetic unit cell, indicating the relevant Heisenberg interaction parameters between dimers on
the two bilayers, which are structurally equivalent with body-centered geometry. (â, b̂, ĉ) and (â′, b̂′, ĉ′) denote respectively the axes of the
crystallographic and minimal magnetic unit cells [54]. Dotted gray lines indicate the correspondence between Cu2+ ion positions in the two
cells. (c, d) Neutron scattering spectra measured on CAMEA at 1.5 K for two high-symmetry "Q-space directions; "Q is indexed in reciprocal
lattice units (r.l.u.) of the crystallographic unit cell. (e, f) Spectra modeled using the interaction parameters and line widths extracted from the
data collected on both CAMEA and TASP (Fig. 2).

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Crystal growth

Single-crystal growth of BaCuSi2O6 poses a challenge be-
cause the starting CuO component decays before the reagents
and compound melt. This decay has been suppressed by in-
creasing the oxygen partial pressure in optical floating-zone
growth [43] and by using oxygen-donating LiBO2 flux [45].
However, the latter method cannot be applied to the substi-
tuted system, Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6, because the metaborate flux
reacts with the SrO reagent [56]. Thus two methods were
employed to grow the single crystals used in the present
work. All of the high-field experiments were performed us-
ing small single crystals (sizes of order 10 mg) grown from
the congruent melt in a tube furnace with an oxygen flow
at a pressure under 1 bar [56]. The INS experiments were
performed using one rod-shaped single crystal of mass 1.3 g
grown by a floating-zone method. While this method was
developed [57] for BaCuSi2O6, it could not be applied directly
to Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 because large oxygen bubbles from the
reduction of CuO disconnected the two rods and terminated
the crystal growth. In this sense, obtaining several gram-sized
single crystals of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 constituted a significant
achievement, made possible by using one single-crystalline
seed in a mixed argon/oxygen atmosphere to reduce the sizes
of the disruptive oxygen bubbles.

B. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements

INS measurements at zero applied magnetic field were
performed on the triple-axis spectrometers TASP and on the
multiplexing triple-axis spectrometer CAMEA [58,59], both
at the SINQ neutron source [60] at the Paul Scherrer Institute.
INS probes the dynamical magnetic structure factor, S( "Q,ω),
which is the spatial and temporal Fourier transform of the
spin-spin correlation function, allowing direct access to the
magnetic excitation spectrum as a function of the energy (h̄ω)
and momentum ( "Q) transfer of the scattered neutrons [61]. On
TASP, a temperature of 1.5 K was used and the final neutron
energy was fixed to 3.5 meV. The instrumental parameters of
a previous study of BaCuSi2O6 [54] were selected to optimize
the energy resolution. On CAMEA, a temperature of 1.5 K
was used and sequential measurements at fixed incident neu-
tron energies of 7.5 and 9 meV were combined to obtain a
map of the spectrum over multiple Brillouin zones and over
an energy range from 2.5 to 5.5 meV. For both measurements,
the rod-shaped single crystal was aligned with (h 0 l) in the
scattering plane [notation from the crystallographic unit cell,
Fig. 1(c)] [55].

The CAMEA data shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(f) were extracted
from the raw measured intensities using the software MJOL-
NIR [62], which corrects these intensities using measurements
on a standard vanadium sample. The two data sets shown in
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the crystal growth. In this sense, obtaining several gram-sized
single crystals of Ba0.9Sr0.1CuSi2O6 constituted a significant
achievement, made possible by using one single-crystalline
seed in a mixed argon/oxygen atmosphere to reduce the sizes
of the disruptive oxygen bubbles.

B. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements

INS measurements at zero applied magnetic field were
performed on the triple-axis spectrometers TASP and on the
multiplexing triple-axis spectrometer CAMEA [58,59], both
at the SINQ neutron source [60] at the Paul Scherrer Institute.
INS probes the dynamical magnetic structure factor, S( "Q,ω),
which is the spatial and temporal Fourier transform of the
spin-spin correlation function, allowing direct access to the
magnetic excitation spectrum as a function of the energy (h̄ω)
and momentum ( "Q) transfer of the scattered neutrons [61]. On
TASP, a temperature of 1.5 K was used and the final neutron
energy was fixed to 3.5 meV. The instrumental parameters of
a previous study of BaCuSi2O6 [54] were selected to optimize
the energy resolution. On CAMEA, a temperature of 1.5 K
was used and sequential measurements at fixed incident neu-
tron energies of 7.5 and 9 meV were combined to obtain a
map of the spectrum over multiple Brillouin zones and over
an energy range from 2.5 to 5.5 meV. For both measurements,
the rod-shaped single crystal was aligned with (h 0 l) in the
scattering plane [notation from the crystallographic unit cell,
Fig. 1(c)] [55].
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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c) Magnetic nearest-neighbour superexchange � and anisotropy  
of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.
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order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
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monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
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monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
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and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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where Ŷr =
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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where Ŷr =
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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c) Magnetic nearest-neighbour superexchange � and anisotropy  
of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
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monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
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monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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where Ŷr =
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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where Ŷr =
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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c) Magnetic nearest-neighbour superexchange � and anisotropy  
of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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where Ŷr =
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
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Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
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and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:
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are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y
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c) Magnetic nearest-neighbour superexchange � and anisotropy  
of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr
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tonian (1) to obtain predictions for the ) = 0 excitation spec-
trums of the monolayer at Y = 0% (FM phase) and Y = �4%
(XY order), see Fig. 1 (d). In each case we model the devi-
ations of the spins around a classical configuration, with the
analytical procedure depending on whether this configuration
is externally proscribed or has to be picked randomly.

For  Y < 0 (Y = 0%), the ground-state configuration is of
the spins aligned out-of-plane in the I-direction. We use the
appropriate Holstein-Primako� (HP) transformation [56] for
mapping the magnon excitations above the ground state onto
non-interacting bosons [33]. Up to quadratic terms and after
canonical transformations, one arrives at
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for approximating the magnon spectrum as the dispersion of
two distinct types of free bosons, with

l
U/V

�
q
�
= 1 +  Y

3�Y
±
��W �q� �� , (4)

where W(q) = (1/3)Õ3
==1 e8q ·%= and %=-vectors as shown in

Fig. 1 (a). The EA anisotropy is seen to open a gap at the bot-
tom of the lower V-branch, which stabilizes the system against
the long-wavelength Goldstone modes that would otherwise
result in the destruction of magnetic LRO, see Fig 4 (a).

For  Y > 0 (Y = �4%), when the anisotropy becomes EP
due to compressive strain, one has to pick an arbitrary orien-
tation in the XY-plane along which the spins order; we chose
the G-direction in the following. For the concrete CrCl3 mono-
layer this procedure is justified by our DFT results, which
show energy-di�erences for di�erent in-plane orientations to
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be well below the `eV-level. Application of the standard
HP-approach would violate the Goldstone-theorem, so we
use the matching of matrix-elements (MME) technique in-
stead [33, 57, 58]. As spin-exchange dominates, we expand
to the first power of 3Y =  Y/6�Y(. This results in another
magnon-Hamiltonian structurally analogous to the one pre-
sented in Eq. (3), but with the ground state energy replaced
by #(

⇥
� 3�Y( +  Y

�
1 � 3Y (2( � 1)
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/2 and the dispersion
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As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the magnon spectrum now is mostly
degenerate except around the �-point where the EP anisotropy
breaks the degeneracy, gapping the U-branch while the V-
branch remains linear down to q = 0, thus signalling the
presence of a Nambu-Goldstone mode associated with the
breaking of the U(1) symmetry.

Discussion and outlook.— Various signatures would be
available in order to detect the transition of monolayer CrCl3
to the BKT regime that we have shown to happen as com-
pressive strain is increased. The decay-behaviour of an in-
duced spin-current as, e.g., emanating from a Pt-electrode has
been proposed for this [59]. So has been the minimum in the
uniform magnetic II-susceptibility predicted to occur for 2D
EP magnets just above the BKT transition, as opposed to the
monotonous decline predicted for the GG-susceptibility [60].
In that respect, the 2D honeycomb ( = 1 AF compound
BaNi2V2O8 [61, 62] was very recently shown to be a good
candidate [63]. These susceptibilities are practically accessi-
ble in current experiments on compressed monolayers. Cru-
cially, the monolayer of CrCl3 would not su�er from some
intervening onset of 3D magnetism which has obscured ex-
perimental studies of the BKT regime in layered bulk magnets
thus far. The sum of the present work shows this material to
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Introduction.—Two-dimensional (2D) systems are of
unique importance to many-body quantum mechanics, as
attested, e.g., by superconductivity in the cuprates [1] and
at the LAO/STO interface [2], as well as graphene mono-
layers [3]. Part of this importance stems from the Mermin-
Wagner (MW) theorem [4,5], which precludes any long-
range order (LRO) arising from the spontaneous breaking
of a continuous symmetry in two dimensions, but leaves
room for a topological transition at finite temperature,
named after Berezinskii [6], Kosterlitz, and Thouless [7,8]
(BKT), e.g., in superfluid thin films [9] or 2D easy-plane
(EP) magnets. Conversely, for easy-axis (EA) magnets,
LRO due to the breaking of a discrete symmetry (e.g., Z2

for Ising systems) can occur at finite temperature. Such 2D
magnets are at the forefront of both experiment and theory,
not only for these fundamental reasons, but also for
applications, ranging from spintronics [10,11] to both
classical [12] and quantum information [11]. Based on
the precise demands, materials in different universality
classes of magnetic order may be desired, each of which
may face specific fundamental challenges to be realized in
two dimensions. Recently, genuine magnetic LRO has been
observed in chromium halides CrX3 (X ¼ Cl, Br, I), which
show local magnetic moments of spin greater than 1=2, in
the few—and monolayer regimes [13,14]. These results had
substantial impact and induced much follow-up work in
many other atomically thin van der Waals materials and
their heterostructures [15,16].
First-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations show, and experiment confirms, that the insulating

CrX3 realizes highly localized magnetic moments close to
3μB [17,18], corresponding to an ideal S ¼ 3=2 system,
with short-range, Heisenberg-like superexchange cou-
plings, as well as local EA magnetic anisotropy. The latter
allows CrX3 to overcome the MW theorem and to establish
2D magnetic LRO [19,20]. These traits imbue CrX3 with a
major advantage compared to gapless itinerant magnets
[21]. It is then CrCl3 specifically that has unique potential
for realizing magnetic universality classes beyond those
with LRO, as it shows only a small EA anisotropy due to its
lighter ligand, making it the most amenable to sign change
by external manipulation, and thus realizing an EP
anisotropy instead [17]. DFT study further predicts that
the anisotropy of the exchange in CrCl3 is sufficiently
suppressed [22]. In contrast, bulk and monolayers of CrBr3
and CrI3 are predicted to show strong EA anisotropy (both
single-ion and intersite) for which achieving sign change
would be unrealistic. This strong anisotropy arises from the
spin-orbit coupling emerging from the heavier ligands
[23,24], and CrI3 further also displays strongly anisotropic
exchange (possibly stemming from Kitaev interactions)
[25,26].
Thus the opportunity to turn EA into EP anisotropy in

CrCl3 via compressive strain raises the possibility of tuning
a material across strikingly different universality classes,
with remarkable critical properties. Of greatest interest in
this respect is the BKT regime, marked by the appearance
of topological vortex excitations. Below a critical temper-
ature the BKT regime exhibits quasi-LRO, i.e., with critical
algebraic correlations. But while the realization of the
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the few—and monolayer regimes [13,14]. These results had
substantial impact and induced much follow-up work in
many other atomically thin van der Waals materials and
their heterostructures [15,16].
First-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations show, and experiment confirms, that the insulating

CrX3 realizes highly localized magnetic moments close to
3μB [17,18], corresponding to an ideal S ¼ 3=2 system,
with short-range, Heisenberg-like superexchange cou-
plings, as well as local EA magnetic anisotropy. The latter
allows CrX3 to overcome the MW theorem and to establish
2D magnetic LRO [19,20]. These traits imbue CrX3 with a
major advantage compared to gapless itinerant magnets
[21]. It is then CrCl3 specifically that has unique potential
for realizing magnetic universality classes beyond those
with LRO, as it shows only a small EA anisotropy due to its
lighter ligand, making it the most amenable to sign change
by external manipulation, and thus realizing an EP
anisotropy instead [17]. DFT study further predicts that
the anisotropy of the exchange in CrCl3 is sufficiently
suppressed [22]. In contrast, bulk and monolayers of CrBr3
and CrI3 are predicted to show strong EA anisotropy (both
single-ion and intersite) for which achieving sign change
would be unrealistic. This strong anisotropy arises from the
spin-orbit coupling emerging from the heavier ligands
[23,24], and CrI3 further also displays strongly anisotropic
exchange (possibly stemming from Kitaev interactions)
[25,26].
Thus the opportunity to turn EA into EP anisotropy in

CrCl3 via compressive strain raises the possibility of tuning
a material across strikingly different universality classes,
with remarkable critical properties. Of greatest interest in
this respect is the BKT regime, marked by the appearance
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Fig. 1 (a). The EA anisotropy is seen to open a gap at the bot-
tom of the lower V-branch, which stabilizes the system against
the long-wavelength Goldstone modes that would otherwise
result in the destruction of magnetic LRO, see Fig 4 (a).

For  Y > 0 (Y = �4%), when the anisotropy becomes EP
due to compressive strain, one has to pick an arbitrary orien-
tation in the XY-plane along which the spins order; we chose
the G-direction in the following. For the concrete CrCl3 mono-
layer this procedure is justified by our DFT results, which
show energy-di�erences for di�erent in-plane orientations to
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be well below the `eV-level. Application of the standard
HP-approach would violate the Goldstone-theorem, so we
use the matching of matrix-elements (MME) technique in-
stead [33, 57, 58]. As spin-exchange dominates, we expand
to the first power of 3Y =  Y/6�Y(. This results in another
magnon-Hamiltonian structurally analogous to the one pre-
sented in Eq. (3), but with the ground state energy replaced
by #(

⇥
� 3�Y( +  Y
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As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the magnon spectrum now is mostly
degenerate except around the �-point where the EP anisotropy
breaks the degeneracy, gapping the U-branch while the V-
branch remains linear down to q = 0, thus signalling the
presence of a Nambu-Goldstone mode associated with the
breaking of the U(1) symmetry.

Discussion and outlook.— Various signatures would be
available in order to detect the transition of monolayer CrCl3
to the BKT regime that we have shown to happen as com-
pressive strain is increased. The decay-behaviour of an in-
duced spin-current as, e.g., emanating from a Pt-electrode has
been proposed for this [59]. So has been the minimum in the
uniform magnetic II-susceptibility predicted to occur for 2D
EP magnets just above the BKT transition, as opposed to the
monotonous decline predicted for the GG-susceptibility [60].
In that respect, the 2D honeycomb ( = 1 AF compound
BaNi2V2O8 [61, 62] was very recently shown to be a good
candidate [63]. These susceptibilities are practically accessi-
ble in current experiments on compressed monolayers. Cru-
cially, the monolayer of CrCl3 would not su�er from some
intervening onset of 3D magnetism which has obscured ex-
perimental studies of the BKT regime in layered bulk magnets
thus far. The sum of the present work shows this material to
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Introduction.—Two-dimensional (2D) systems are of
unique importance to many-body quantum mechanics, as
attested, e.g., by superconductivity in the cuprates [1] and
at the LAO/STO interface [2], as well as graphene mono-
layers [3]. Part of this importance stems from the Mermin-
Wagner (MW) theorem [4,5], which precludes any long-
range order (LRO) arising from the spontaneous breaking
of a continuous symmetry in two dimensions, but leaves
room for a topological transition at finite temperature,
named after Berezinskii [6], Kosterlitz, and Thouless [7,8]
(BKT), e.g., in superfluid thin films [9] or 2D easy-plane
(EP) magnets. Conversely, for easy-axis (EA) magnets,
LRO due to the breaking of a discrete symmetry (e.g., Z2

for Ising systems) can occur at finite temperature. Such 2D
magnets are at the forefront of both experiment and theory,
not only for these fundamental reasons, but also for
applications, ranging from spintronics [10,11] to both
classical [12] and quantum information [11]. Based on
the precise demands, materials in different universality
classes of magnetic order may be desired, each of which
may face specific fundamental challenges to be realized in
two dimensions. Recently, genuine magnetic LRO has been
observed in chromium halides CrX3 (X ¼ Cl, Br, I), which
show local magnetic moments of spin greater than 1=2, in
the few—and monolayer regimes [13,14]. These results had
substantial impact and induced much follow-up work in
many other atomically thin van der Waals materials and
their heterostructures [15,16].
First-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations show, and experiment confirms, that the insulating

CrX3 realizes highly localized magnetic moments close to
3μB [17,18], corresponding to an ideal S ¼ 3=2 system,
with short-range, Heisenberg-like superexchange cou-
plings, as well as local EA magnetic anisotropy. The latter
allows CrX3 to overcome the MW theorem and to establish
2D magnetic LRO [19,20]. These traits imbue CrX3 with a
major advantage compared to gapless itinerant magnets
[21]. It is then CrCl3 specifically that has unique potential
for realizing magnetic universality classes beyond those
with LRO, as it shows only a small EA anisotropy due to its
lighter ligand, making it the most amenable to sign change
by external manipulation, and thus realizing an EP
anisotropy instead [17]. DFT study further predicts that
the anisotropy of the exchange in CrCl3 is sufficiently
suppressed [22]. In contrast, bulk and monolayers of CrBr3
and CrI3 are predicted to show strong EA anisotropy (both
single-ion and intersite) for which achieving sign change
would be unrealistic. This strong anisotropy arises from the
spin-orbit coupling emerging from the heavier ligands
[23,24], and CrI3 further also displays strongly anisotropic
exchange (possibly stemming from Kitaev interactions)
[25,26].
Thus the opportunity to turn EA into EP anisotropy in

CrCl3 via compressive strain raises the possibility of tuning
a material across strikingly different universality classes,
with remarkable critical properties. Of greatest interest in
this respect is the BKT regime, marked by the appearance
of topological vortex excitations. Below a critical temper-
ature the BKT regime exhibits quasi-LRO, i.e., with critical
algebraic correlations. But while the realization of the
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not only for these fundamental reasons, but also for
applications, ranging from spintronics [10,11] to both
classical [12] and quantum information [11]. Based on
the precise demands, materials in different universality
classes of magnetic order may be desired, each of which
may face specific fundamental challenges to be realized in
two dimensions. Recently, genuine magnetic LRO has been
observed in chromium halides CrX3 (X ¼ Cl, Br, I), which
show local magnetic moments of spin greater than 1=2, in
the few—and monolayer regimes [13,14]. These results had
substantial impact and induced much follow-up work in
many other atomically thin van der Waals materials and
their heterostructures [15,16].
First-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations show, and experiment confirms, that the insulating

CrX3 realizes highly localized magnetic moments close to
3μB [17,18], corresponding to an ideal S ¼ 3=2 system,
with short-range, Heisenberg-like superexchange cou-
plings, as well as local EA magnetic anisotropy. The latter
allows CrX3 to overcome the MW theorem and to establish
2D magnetic LRO [19,20]. These traits imbue CrX3 with a
major advantage compared to gapless itinerant magnets
[21]. It is then CrCl3 specifically that has unique potential
for realizing magnetic universality classes beyond those
with LRO, as it shows only a small EA anisotropy due to its
lighter ligand, making it the most amenable to sign change
by external manipulation, and thus realizing an EP
anisotropy instead [17]. DFT study further predicts that
the anisotropy of the exchange in CrCl3 is sufficiently
suppressed [22]. In contrast, bulk and monolayers of CrBr3
and CrI3 are predicted to show strong EA anisotropy (both
single-ion and intersite) for which achieving sign change
would be unrealistic. This strong anisotropy arises from the
spin-orbit coupling emerging from the heavier ligands
[23,24], and CrI3 further also displays strongly anisotropic
exchange (possibly stemming from Kitaev interactions)
[25,26].
Thus the opportunity to turn EA into EP anisotropy in

CrCl3 via compressive strain raises the possibility of tuning
a material across strikingly different universality classes,
with remarkable critical properties. Of greatest interest in
this respect is the BKT regime, marked by the appearance
of topological vortex excitations. Below a critical temper-
ature the BKT regime exhibits quasi-LRO, i.e., with critical
algebraic correlations. But while the realization of the
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comb lattice with high fidelity, where both nearest-neighbour
superexchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy are suscep-
tible to tuning of both their magnitude and sign due to strain
Y caused by realistic external pressure. Most pertinently, this
in turn yields a BKT transition that is predicted to occur at
much higher temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk
material [31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1 (d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-wave
approximation.

DFT of the monolayer and the e�ect of strain.— The general
crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in Fig. 1 (a).
Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the equilibrium
structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the lattice while al-
lowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in order to minimize
the energy cost of the lattice deformation at each chosen value
of strain Y. For every structure generated, we compute the
total energy di�erence between FM and AF states. This al-
lows us to extract the e�ective value of the nearest-neighbour
exchange coupling �Y by mapping the energy di�erence onto
Hamiltonian:

�̂ = �Y
’
hr ,r0i

Ŷr · Ŷr0 +  Y

’
r

⇣
(̂Ir

⌘2
, (1)

where Ŷr =
�
(̂Gr , (̂

H

r , (̂
I

r
�

are the standard ( = 3/2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb lattice.
The sum hr, r 0i restricts the magnetic exchange to nearest-
neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic calculations in
order to compute the magnetic anisotropy  Y , calculating the
total energy di�erence between in-plane and out-of-plane ori-
entations of the magnetization; for details, see supplementary
material (SM) [33]. Our approach is in line with previous
work studying the magnetic properties of Cr-3 [23, 25, 34–
39], which we note to yield critical temperatures in excellent
agreement with experiment (see, e.g., Ref. 32). Our own DFT
treatment results in a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr-
atoms of 3.424 Å at Y = 0%, thus matching the measured
bulk-value of 3.44 Å [40, 41], signifying the accuracy of our
approach.

We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters �Y
and  Y as a function of material strain Y in Fig. 1 (b, c). It
shows the FM configuration to be energetically favoured at zero
strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the magnetic anisotropy to
be of EA type and pointing out-of-plane, opposite to what is
known for the bulk [17]. This change in the monolayer limit
has been obtained in prior DFT-based studies however [36, 42,
43][44]. As compressive strain is applied to the monolayer, two
key features of Fig. 1 (b, c) stand out: the sign-change of �Y at
Y = �1.2% from FM at AF coupling, and of  Y at Y = �2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker magnetic
anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to CrI3 and CrBr3

o�ers an ideal platform to modify the Hamiltonian symmetry
and thus explore Ising-type 2D magnetism of both the FM
and AF variant (for  Y < 0), as well as the BKT regime (for
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and
Cl atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. The A
and B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit
cell with basic vectors %1 = 0Y

�
0, 1

�
, %2 = 0Y

�p
3/2,�1/2

�
, %3 =

0Y
�
�
p

3/2,�1/2
�
, with strain-dependent lattice constant 0Y . (b-

c) Magnetic nearest-neighbour superexchange � and anisotropy  
of Hamiltonian (1) respectively, computed via DFT as function of
monolayer strain Y. (d) Finite-temperature phase diagram of the
monolayer CrCl3 versus strain Y, obtained by QMC simulations for
the ( = 3/2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D honeycomb lattice. Strain
drives the monolayer into three di�erent finite-temperature magnetic
phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase for Y . �2.4%, AF Ising for�2.4% .
Y . �1.2%, and FM Ising for Y & �1.2%. At zero temperature, the
BKT quasi-LRO turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AF
Ising order by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order
(where  Y vanishes). The AF and FM Ising phases are separated by
a trivial paramagnetic point (where �Y vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).

 Y > 0), as the strains necessary are readily available in the
lab; a strain of, e.g., �4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.

While a di�erent choice of DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional predicts a di�erent Y [36], we note that our own choice,
also used in, e.g., Ref. 22, yields a better match to the exper-
imentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance and Cr-Cl-Cr

singular 
dependence 
on the weak  
 anisotropy
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